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Abstract: 

From November 4, 2016 through September 30, 2020, the University of Texas at San Antonio Center for Archaeological 
Research (CAR) conducted archaeological monitoring and excavations on the grounds of the Children’s Hospital of San 
Antonio in downtown San Antonio, Texas. The original hospital building was constructed in 1874 over the Old Campo Santo of 
San Fernando Cathedral (0.51 acres) and the Old Catholic Cemetery of San Antonio (3.72 acres). These cemeteries were in use 
between 1808 and 1855. The CAR was contracted by CHRISTUS Health to exhume human remains inadvertently exposed in 
September 2016 during the mechanical excavation of a utility trench in a proposed prayer garden, and to exhume all remaining 
burials in the Prayer Garden (0.35 acres) and in a proposed play garden (0.27 acres). 

The hospital filed a petition in district court for removal of remains from an abandoned cemetery and for removal of dedication 
for cemetery purposes. The court ruled that the hospital make a good faith effort to locate and remove all remains on the 
property. Test Unit excavations and backdirt screening from the utility trench resulted in the recovery of a minimum of 11 
individuals. Subsequent mechanical trenching in the eastern half of the Prayer Garden (0.18 acres) to locate additional burials 
revealed a minimum of 83 additional individuals. Based on the large number of burials and the wishes of various descendent 
groups, CHRISTUS Health decided to retain the cemetery dedication for the property. On September 6, 2017, the 11 individuals 
from the utility trench were reburied in their original locations. The additional burials from the exploratory trenches were left 
in place and covered with a layer of sand and backdirt. The Prayer Garden was redesigned and renamed the Memorial Garden 
in order to avoid impacting burials. 

Throughout the duration of the project, CAR archaeologists monitored mechanical and hand-excavated trenches for electrical, 
drainage and irrigation, utility placement and renovation, basement waterproofing, wall replacement, bench and marker 
foundations, and tree plantings. In October 2017, seven shovel tests (all negative) were hand-excavated by CAR on the locations 
of seven proposed piers. While monitoring waterproofing excavations around the basement of the hospital in December 2017, 
a CAR archaeologist noted that a new trench had been excavated in the Memorial Garden. The trench was not monitored by 
archaeologists. Cleanup of the trench walls and floor recovered the remains of a minimum of two individuals. In June 2020, human 
remains were encountered during monitoring of a hand-excavated utility trench. The burial was not removed, but was covered 
with linen, geocloth, sand, and backdirt. Three isolated human bone fragments were recovered from the relocated utility trench. 
In August 2020, one isolated human skull fragment was collected during monitoring of a hand-excavated irrigation trench. On 
September 30, 2020, the remains exhumed from the December 2017, June 2020, and August 2020 trenches were reinterred in the 
Memorial Garden. 

Because the project area was on private property, the archaeological investigation did not require a Texas Antiquities Permit. 
However, the City of San Antonio (COSA) Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) has review authority as the project area falls under 
the purview of the Historic and Design Review Commission (HDRC). The hospital site and landscaping work was approved by the 
HDRC on October 16, 2019 (HDRC Case No. 2019-568). The project adhered to the COSA Unified Development Code (Article 6 
35-630 to 35-634). The Children’s Hospital retained control over the human remains. As an institution acting as a “museum”, per 
the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), the hospital does not receive federal funds through any 
grant, loan, or contract (other than a procurement contract). Because the Hospital has control, but does not receive Federal funds, 
NAGPRA compliance was not required. Dr. Paul Shawn Marceaux served as the Principal Investigator until November 2019 at 
which point Dr. Raymond Mauldin assumed the role. Cynthia Moore Munoz served as the Project Archaeologist. 

The CAR’s excavations on the project area revealed that areas still contain the human remains buried in the Old Campo 
Santo of San Fernando and the Old Catholic Cemetery. The cemeteries were recorded as archaeological site 41BX2397. 
CAR recommends that any future excavations on the property be subject to archaeological testing and monitoring with the 
expectation of burial exposure. 

All human remains and burial-associated artifacts were reinterred on the CHoSA property. Associated documents, notes, and 
photographs, were prepared for curation according to THC guidelines and are permanently curated at CAR as Accession 2343. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This report discusses the exhumation of human remains from 
the Old Campo Santo of San Fernando and the Old Catholic 
Cemetery located on property currently owned by the Children’s 
Hospital of San Antonio (CHoSA) in downtown San Antonio, 
Bexar County, Texas (Figure 1-1). Fieldwork, including 
monitoring, backhoe trenching, a magnetometer survey, and 

the hand-excavation of seven shovel tests, eight test units, and 
two exploratory pits occurred from November 4, 2016 through 
September 30, 2020. 

The University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) Center 
for Archaeological Research (CAR) was contracted by the 

Figure 1-1. Project area on topographic map. 
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CHoSA to exhume human remains inadvertently exposed 
in September 2016 during the mechanical excavation of 
a linear utility trench in a proposed prayer garden. Upon 
the realization that bones from the trench appeared to be 
human, the CHoSA contacted the Bexar County Medical 
Examiner’s Office, which determined the bones were 
human and were not part of a crime scene. The trench was 
approximately 58m (190 ft.) long, 0.8 m (2.6 ft.) wide, 
and 0.46-0.61 m (1.5-2 ft.) deep. Approximately 0.46-0.91 
m (1.5-3 ft.) of overburden was removed from the Prayer 
Garden prior to the excavation of the trench. The trench 
uncovered at least three sets of remains, marked as Areas 
A, B, and C (Figure 1-2). Remains in Area A are within 
the boundary of the Campo Santo. The remains from Areas 
B and C area are outside the Campo Santo but within the 
boundaries of the Old Catholic Cemetery. 

The original hospital building was constructed in 1874 over 
the Old Campo Santo of San Fernando Cathedral (0.51 acres) 
and the Old Catholic Cemetery of San Antonio (3.72 acres). 
The cemetery and Campo Santo are located on New City Block 
14487 Lot 7. They are bordered by North San Saba Street on 
the west, by Santa Rosa Street on the east, by West Houston 
Street on the south, and by what was formerly Zavala Street 
on the north. Remains were interred in the Campo Santo from 
1808-1848 and in the Old Catholic Cemetery from 1849-
1855. The Old City Cemetery lies across West Houston Street 
in Milam Park (Figure 1-3). The hospital continued to grow 
over the years culminating in a 14.7 acre campus. Sources 
have stated that burials encountered during the construction 
of hospital buildings between 1906 and 1960 were removed 
and reinterred at either San Fernando Cemetery No. 1, 2, 
or 3 (Garcia and Loch 2005; Tennis 1995a). However, no 
documentation of the reburials has been located within the 
City or Catholic archives or verifiable secondary sources (see 
McKenzie et al. 2020). 

The archeological services provided by the CAR consisted of 
seven principal activities: 1) exhumation by hand-excavation 
of the human remains and associated grave goods revealed 
in a construction utility trench in a proposed prayer garden, 
2) return of the remains to CAR for analysis, 3) return of 
the remains to CHoSA for reburial on site, 4) exploration of 
portions of CHoSA property for additional human remains, 
5) monitoring of additional subsurface construction impacts, 
6) completion of an archival report (see McKenzie et al. 
2020), and 7) completion of a report on CAR’s findings. 
Because the services were limited to the recovery and 
recording of human burials, CAR did not explore features or 
artifacts unrelated to interments. 

Because the project area was on private property, the 
archaeological investigation did not require a Texas 
Antiquities Permit. However, the City of San Antonio 

(COSA) Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) has review 
authority as the project area falls under the Unified Develop 
Code (UDC). The hospital site and landscaping work was 
approved by the HDRC on October 16, 2019 (HDRC 
Case No. 2019-568). The project adhered to the COSA 
Unified Development Code (Article 6 35-630 to 35-634). 
As the project involved human remains, the Center for 
Archaeological Research (CAR) reached out to the National 
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
(NAGPRA) Program to discuss CAR’s legal responsibilities 
regarding any disinterred burials. Per David Tarler, Director 
of NAGPRA Training, Civil Enforcement and Regulations, 
CHoSA retained control over the human remains. As 
an institution acting as a “museum”, per NAGPRA, the 
hospital does not receive federal funds through any grant, 
loan, or contract (other than a procurement contract). 
Because the Hospital has control, but does not receive 
Federal funds, NAGPRA compliance was not required. Dr. 
Paul Shawn Marceaux served as the Principal Investigator 
until November 2019 at which point Dr. Raymond Mauldin 
assumed the role. Cynthia Moore Munoz served as the 
Project Archaeologist. 

Prior to the start of CAR’s fieldwork, the hospital filed 
a petition with the 408th District Court for removal of 

Figure 1-2. Aerial view of utility trench facing east, Areas A, B, 
and C noted. 

https://0.46-0.91
https://0.46-0.61
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Figure 1-3. Project area with Old Catholic Cemetery, Old Campo Santo of San Fernando, and Old City Cemetery delineated 
(cemetery projection based on 1848 Francois Giraud Survey (CESB 1:10)). 
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remains from an abandoned cemetery and for removal 
of dedication for cemetery purposes. On February 22, 
2017 the court ruled that the hospital provide notice to 
any descendants via a published notice of reburial in 
the San Antonio Express News once a week for three 
consecutive weeks, and that CAR, on behalf of CHoSA, 
obtain a Disinterment Permit from the Vital Statistics Unit 
of the Department of State Health Services (see Appendix 
A). It was also ruled that CHoSA make a good faith effort 
to remove all the remains from the abandoned cemetery. 
The court signed the petition on March 22, 2017 allowing 
excavations of human remains to begin (see Appendix B). 
On March 23, 2017 CAR was granted a Disinterment Permit 
allowing disinterment and reburial at Sunset Memorial Park 
(see Appendix C). 

To comply with the court order, CHoSA supplemented the 
original task of removing human remains uncovered in the 
utility trench with excavations to exhume all remaining 
burials in the Campo Santo and Old Catholic Cemetery. CAR 
determined that in addition to the Prayer Garden two areas on the 
CHoSA property did not appear to have any evidence of earlier 
construction impacts from hospital buildings, and therefore, had 
the potential for additional human remains. Figure 1-4 delineates 
the proposed Prayer Garden (0.35 acres), and the southern and 
northern extents of a proposed play garden (0.27 acres). A 
chapel, built in 1953 and located between the two highlighted 
areas, was, at this point of the project, determined to have a 
basement that would have removed any burials in its footprint. 
Later research revealed that it was built without a basement. 

In April 2017, eight test units and two exploratory pits were 
excavated adjacent to the Prayer Garden utility trench to explore 
and then remove human remains evident in the trench walls. 
Archaeologists walked the area and collected any human remains 
noted on the surface. All backdirt piles from the utility trench 
excavation that were in the proximity of the test units were screened 
for human remains. A minimum of 11 individuals, seven removed 
from the trench walls and four identified in the backdirt, were 
recovered. To locate additional burials in the Prayer Garden, the 
area was systematically trenched with a mini-excavator. Prior to 
the exploratory trenching (November 2016), a soil magnetometer 
survey was conducted over the eastern quarter of the Prayer 
Garden. Due to the heavy clay consistency of the sediments and 
continual utility disturbances to the area over the years, the survey 
was inconclusive. Eleven exploratory trenches in the eastern half 
of the Prayer Garden (0.18 acres) revealed 147 locations with 
human bone. The distribution and elements exposed suggested a 
minimum of 83 individuals remained in this area. 

Based on the large number of burials and the wishes of various 
descendent groups, the CHoSA made the decision to retain the 
cemetery dedication for the property. The hospital filed a new 
petition with the 408th District Court to reverse the previous 

petition (Appendix D). The boundaries of the cemetery dedication 
in the legal documents are vague (see Appendices A-D). The 
cemetery is described as “Abandoned Cemeteries-Campo Santo 
& Old Catholic Cemetery: New City Block 14487, Lot 7.” The 
status of the cemetery designation is currently unknown. On 
September 6, 2017, the 11 individuals from the utility trench and 
two individuals exhumed from the CHoSA campus in 1997 (see 
Lyle 1999) were reburied in the Prayer Garden. The additional 
burials uncovered in the exploratory trenches were left in place 
and covered with a layer of sand followed by backdirt. The Prayer 
Garden was redesigned in order to avoid impacting burials and 
the name was changed to the Memorial Garden (Figure 1-5). 
The redesign included the addition of fill in an effort to avoid 
impacts to burials from new construction. The area designations 
in Figure 1-5 are used in the remainder of the report. 

In October 2017, seven shovel tests were excavated on the 
location of proposed piers to support an observation terrace in 
the Memorial Garden. All were negative for human remains. 
A CAR archaeologist monitored the subsequent mechanical 
drilling of the piers. While monitoring waterproofing 
excavations in previously disturbed sediments around 
the basement of the hospital in December 2017, a CAR 
archaeologist noted that a new trench had been excavated 
adjacent to the previously mentioned pier locations. The 
trench excavation was not monitored by archaeologists. Upon 
inspection of the trench wall, human bone was noted. CAR 
staff cleaned up the trench walls and floor and screened the 
associated sediments. Isolated human remains were collected. 
A minimum of two individuals were recovered from the 
observation terrace construction excavations. The minimum 
number of individuals (MNI) is calculated by sorting skeletal 
remains into right and left elements and counting the most 
abundantly represented element. 

From April 2018 through May 2020, CAR archaeologists 
monitored mechanical and hand-excavated trenches for 
electrical, drainage and irrigation, utility placement and 
renovation, basement waterproofing, wall replacement, 
bench and marker foundations, and tree and bush plantings in 
the Memorial, Prayer, and Play Gardens. No human remains 
were encountered during this period. In June 2020, during 
archaeological monitoring of a hand-excavated utility trench, 
human remains were exposed just east of the Play Garden. 
The backdirt associated with the trench was screened for 
human remains. After notifying the hospital, the Medical 
Examiner’s office, and the COSA OHP, the burial and 
bone removed from the backdirt were covered with linen, 
geocloth, sand, and backdirt. Three isolated human bone 
fragments were recovered from disturbed sediments during 
monitoring of the relocated utility trench. In August 2020, 
during monitoring of the installation of a hand-excavated 
irrigation trench, one human skull fragment was recovered 
from the Memorial Garden. The isolated fragment was 
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Redacted Image 

Figure 1-4. Portions of the CHoSA property with potential for human remains include the 
Prayer Garden and the highlighted areas. 

Figure 1-5. CHoSA grounds redesign (note the prayer, memorial, and play gardens). 
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not part of an articulated burial. On September 30, 2020, trench, the June 2020 utility trench, and the August 2020 
a ceremony including descendant groups, and CHoSA and irrigation trench in the Memorial Garden. The Old Campo 
Catholic church representatives was held at the CHoSA to Santo of San Fernando and Old Catholic Cemetery were 
reinter the remains exhumed from the observation terrace recorded as archaeological site 41BX2397 (Figure 1-6). 

Redacted Image 

Figure 1-6. Archaeological site 41BX2397 polygon. 
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This document summarizes the results of the fieldwork 
on the CHoSA project area. The report is organized into 
five chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the environment of 
the project area, provides an overview of the cultural 
chronology of the area, and presents a summary of 
previous archaeological investigations near the CHoSA 

property. Chapter 3 discusses the fieldwork and laboratory 
methodology used during the excavations. The results of 
the fieldwork and an analysis of the human remains are 
presented in detail in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 summarizes the 
fieldwork and presents recommendations for future work 
on the hospital property. 
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Chapter 2: Project Overview 

This chapter contains a description of the environmental 
setting of the project area, including vegetation, soils, 
geology, and climate. Because site 41BX2397 dates from 
1808-1855, the chapter limits the discussion of the prehistoric 
culture history of south and central Texas to a brief summary. 
The historic period in San Antonio is also touched upon in 
a concise manner since a detailed archival report, including 
an extensive review of the historical archives and family 
histories of descendant groups was produced as a separate 
report (see McKenzie et al. 2020). The chapter concludes 
with a summary of previous archaeological work conducted 
in the vicinity of the project area. 

Project Environs 

The project area is located on the San Antonio East, Texas 
USGS 7.5’ quadrangle map roughly 0.62 km (0.38 mi.) 
west of the San Antonio River in central Bexar County (see 
Figure 1-1). The cemeteries (Campo Santo and Catholic) 
measure approximately 95 m (312 ft.) from north to south 
and 195 m (640 ft.) from east to west. Elevation on the 
site is 200 m (656 ft.) above mean sea level (amsl). Site 
41BX2397 lies on the Gulf Coastal Plains at the boundary 
of the Blackland Prairies and the Interior Coastal Plains 
physiographic provinces. The Blackland Prairies province 
is comprised of chalks and marls in beds that are tilted to 
the south and east. This low rolling terrain has elevations 
ranging from approximately 137-305 m (449-1001 ft.) amsl. 
The Interior Coastal Plains province contains alternating 
bands of uncemented sands among weaker shales that erode 
into long sandy ridges. Elevations range from roughly 91-
244 m (299-801 ft.) amsl (Wermund 1996). The immediate 
project area is contained within Pliocene/Pleistocene age 
deposits of Quaternary fluviatile terrace deposits (Qt). 
This formation is characterized by limestone and dolomite 
gravel (U.S. Geological Survey 2015). 

Site 41BX2397 is located at the boundary of the Tamaulipan 
and Balconian biotic provinces (Blair 1950; TPWD 2017). 
The Tamaulipan province, ranging from the east-west 
portion of the Balcones Escarpment in southern Texas 
to the east of the eastern Sierra Madre in northeastern 
Mexico, includes a mix of plants and animals typical of 
neotropical Mexico, the semiarid southern Plains, and the 
humid southeastern United States. Presently this subhumid 
to semi-arid land is dominated by thorny brush. The 
Balconian province covers most of the Edwards Plateau, an 
uplifted, limestone-dominated region, and is characterized 
by a semi-arid climatic regime and relatively denser 

vegetation. The province is dominated by oak, juniper, 
and mesquite often underlain by a variety of grasses 
(Blair 1950). Although the project area lies in a setting 
where these two very different biotic provinces merge, 
it is in downtown San Antonio and thus, is completely 
urbanized. Currently, Live Oak-Ashe Juniper Woods, 
distributed chiefly on shallow limestone soils on the hills 
and escarpment of the Edwards Plateau, and Live Oak-
Mesquite-Ashe Juniper Parks and Live Oak-Ashe Juniper 
Parks, found on level to gently rolling uplands and ridge 
tops of the Edwards Plateau, dominate the landscape to the 
north of San Antonio. Cropland with pockets of Mesquite-
Live Oak-Bluewood Parks, primarily located in Uvalde, 
Medina and Bee Counties on the South Texas Plains, and 
Post Oak Woods/Forest and Post Oak Woods Forest with 
Grassland Mosaic, distributed mostly on the sandy soils 
of the Post Oak Savannah, covers most of the areas to 
the south, east and west (Figure 2-1; TPWD 1984). It is 
likely that prior to European settlement of the region in 
the mid-1800s, grassland was much more common and the 
juniper, mesquite, woody brush and shrubs that dominate 
the region today had a much more restricted distribution. 

Present day fauna occupying Bexar County include 
white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), coyote (Canis 
latrans), gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), bobcat 
(Lynx rufus), raccoon (Procyon lotor), striped skunk 
(Mephitis mephitis), fox squirrel (Sciurus niger), eastern 
cottontail rabbit (Sylvilagus floridanus), and turkey 
(Meleagris gallopavo), in addition to other mammals, 
snakes, and reptiles (Blair 1950). Prehistorically, important 
economic species in the area included bison (Bison bison), 
pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana), and black 
bear (Ursus americanus; Gerstle et al. 1978). 

The edge of the Balcones Escarpment contains numerous 
springs, seeps, and drainages. The major river system in 
Bexar County is the San Antonio system consisting of the 
San Antonio River and a number of smaller streams that 
flow into it, including the Medina River and Medio, Leon, 
Helotes, Olmos, Salado, and Calaveras creeks (Long 2017). 
The San Antonio River originates from a group of springs, 
the “blue hole”, located roughly 5.4 km (3.4 mi.) northeast 
of the project area. It flows approximately 386 km (240 mi.) 
to the southeast where it merges into the Guadalupe River, 
then empties into the Gulf of Mexico at San Antonio Bay 
(Donecker 2010). A series of devastating flood events from 
the river have impacted San Antonio since its founding. 
Major floods were recorded in 1724, 1819, 1865, 1880, 
1899, 1913, 1921, 1946, 1998, and 2002. 
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Figure 2-1. Modern vegetation on the project area. 
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Climate 

Climate in this general area is classified as humid subtropical 
with humid, hot summers and dry, mild, winters. The mean 
annual temperature for the region is 70°F (21°C). The length 
of the growing season in Bexar County is roughly 270 days 
per year. Rainfall averages approximately 30 in. (76 cm) a 
year. Figure 2-2 presents the average minimum and maximum 
monthly temperatures in San Antonio, Texas between 1971 
and 2000. Throughout these three decades the coolest months 
occurred in December and January and the warmest in July 
and August (Southern Regional Climate Center 2017). 

Between 1971 and 2000 the average annual precipitation in 
San Antonio was 32.9 in. (83.6 cm). Rainfall peaks in May 
and June with a smaller peak in October, indicating a bimodal 
pattern (Figure 2-3). The driest periods fall in the winter to 
early spring with December, January, February and March 
having an average of 1.8 in. of rain (4.6 cm) each (Southern 
Regional Climate Center 2017). Because of this region’s 

proximity to the Gulf of Mexico moisture source and the 
effects of easterly waves and tropical storms, it is prone to 
intensive rainfall resulting in severe flooding. Another factor 
contributing to heavy rain events is the convergence of polar 
air masses with tropical storms or easterly waves off the 
Gulf of Mexico (Holliday et al. 2001; Thoms and Mandel 
2007b). Intensive rainfall in the region has contributed to 
periodic flooding of the San Antonio River basin. Figure 2-4 
illustrates annual rainfall totals over 138 years (1871-2012). 
The driest year was 1917, with less than 10.11 in. (25.7 cm) 
of precipitation, while the wettest year during this period 
was 1973, with over 52.28 inches (132.8 cm) of precipitation 
recorded (Mauldin et al. 2015; National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration 2013). 

USGS river gauge data from 1940-1997, gathered from gauge 
08178000 in the San Antonio River located roughly 1.5 km 
(0.93 mi.) south/southeast of 41BX2397, demonstrates 
variation in river flow (cubic feet per second) associated 
with rain events (Figure 2-5; U.S. Geological Survey 2017). 

Figure 2-2. Average maximum and minimum temperatures for San Antonio, Texas (1971-2000). 
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Figure 2-3. Average monthly rainfall for San Antonio, Texas (1971-2000). 

Figure 2-4. Annual Precipitation in San Antonio, 1871-2011 with estimates for 1876, 1883, and 
1884 (after Mauldin et al. 2015). 
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Figure 2-5. Average yearly river flow of the San Antonio River near the project area. 
Although rainfall directly impacts river flow, it should be 
noted that other factors including dams, irrigation, and water 
supplementation from the Edward’s Aquifer also affect the 
data. By 1890, the drilling of a large number of artesian wells 
caused a substantial decrease in spring flow resulting in the 
rapid decline of the San Antonio River (Eckhardt 2017; Hill 
and Vaughan 1896). To restore the river, pumps were installed 
on artesian wells to supplement the flow (Eckhardt 2017; Fisher 
1997). To protect downtown San Antonio from flood waters 
Olmos Dam was completed in 1926, a cutoff channel was built 
to bypass floodwaters from downtown, and a three mile long 
river tunnel diverting flood waters underneath the city was 
completed in 1997. These twentieth century improvements 
have affected the flow of the San Antonio River (Eckhardt 
2017). A comparison of river flow averaged by month from 
1940-1997 (Figure 2-6) to mean annual precipitation in the 
area (see Figure 2-3) suggests that increases in precipitation 
are followed by increased river flow. The data suggest that 
rainfall is bimodal with peaks in May and again in October. 
River flow peaks in May and again in October. 

An additional indicator of rainfall events, the Palmer Drought 
Severity Index (PDSI), relies on tree-ring based measures 
(summer values) of drought (see Cleaveland et al. 2011; 
Mauldin 2003). The PDSI was developed using a point-by-
point regression method with 835 tree-ring chronologies spread 

across North America (Cook and Krusic 2004). Developed in 
the early 1960s, the PDSI is a relative measure of soil moisture 
calculated from rainfall, temperature, transpiration, potential 
evaporation, soil type, and runoff values (Alley 1984; Karl 
1986). The index usually ranges from a value of four (severe 
wet spell) to negative four (severe drought). A value of zero 
indicates a normal year. Cook and Krusic (2004) established a 
grid, 2.5 degree latitude by 2.5 degree longitude, consisting of 
286 stations in the United States, Mexico, and Canada. 

The CHoSA project area is located near the center of four 
of these grid points: point 166 (100 degree west/ 30 degrees 
north), point 167 (100 degrees west/ 27.5 degrees north), point 
181 (97.5 degrees west/ 30 degrees north), and point 182 (97.5 
degrees west/ 267.5 degrees north; Cook and Krusic 2004). 
Because this central location, and as a comparison of the data 
from the four grid points show minimal variation, an average 
value from the four points was calculated for each year. 
Figures 2-7 and 2-8 present the average values of the four data 
stations from AD 1800-1900 and AD 1900-2000, respectively. 
A comparison of the data in Figure 2-8 with Figure 2-5 shows 
similar peaks with extremely wet weather and high river 
discharge in the mid-1940s, the mid 1970s, and in 1987 and 
1992, as well as low points with extreme drought and low 
river flow in the 1950s. PDSI, flow rate, and precipitation 
values correlate for the most part. Therefore, although there is 
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no consistent data on the San Antonio River flow rates near the 
project area prior to 1940, the correspondence between river 
flow and the PDSI shown above suggests several flood events 
during the years the Campo Santo and Old Catholic Cemetery 
were active (1808-1855). 

Figure 2-7 points to flood conditions in 1814, 1815, 1816, 
1833, 1834, 1849, 1850, and 1855. This periodic flooding of 
the river suggests that San Antonio residents were subject to 
weather events that would have affected health and mortality 
rates via drowning, trauma, and disease from drinking-water 
supply and sanitation system failures, e.g. diarrhea, cholera, 
dysentery, and typhoid (Minamiguchi 2005). An analysis 
of burial patterns within the Campo Santo from 1809-1839, 
based on John Leal’s (1975, 1976) translations of the San 
Fernando Burial Registry, supports this supposition in that 
gastrointestinal ailments accounted for 18.6 percent of deaths 
from disease and drowning accounted for 54.6 percent of 
deaths from accidents (Munoz and Mauldin 2020). 

Soils 
The terrace deposit comprising the cemeteries is composed 
of Branyon clay (HtA; Figure 2-9). This series consists of 
very deep, nearly level, moderately well drained soils that are 

found on stream terraces. These soils formed in calcareous 
silty alluvium derived from mudstone of Pleistocene age. 
HtA soils have a surface layer, roughly 112 cm (44.1 in.) 
thick, of dark gray (10YR 4/1) and very dark clay (10YR 
3/1) resting on 71 cm (28.0 in.) of gray (10YR 5/1), dark gray 
(10YR 4/1), and very dark clay (10YR 3/1). The terminal 
soils consist of 20 cm (7.9 in.) of light gray (10YR 7/2), light 
brownish gray (10YR 6/2), and very dark gray clay (10YR 
3/1; Soil Survey Staff 2017). 

Cultural History 

The CHoSA project area is located at the intersection of two 
broad archaeological regions, Central Texas and South Texas. 
Four major time-periods define the Prehistoric period in 
South Central Texas: Paleoindian, Archaic, Late Prehistoric, 
and Historic. These periods are further divided into sub-
periods that are based on particular subsistence strategies and 
material culture. Table 2-1 presents a brief summary of the 
Prehistoric periods. 

While Europeans first came in contact with Native Americans 
in Texas in 1528 with the shipwreck of the Narváez expedition 
along the coast, it was not until the late eighteenth century that 

Figure 2-6. River flow of the San Antonio River near the project area averaged by month from 1940-1997. 
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Figure 2-7. PDSI values from AD 1800-1900 based on an average of PDSI grid points 166, 167, 181, and 182. 

Figure 2-8. PDSI values from AD 1900-2000 based on an average of PDSI grid points 166, 167, 181, and 182. 
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Figure 2-9. Soils in the project area. 
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Table 2-1. Prehistoric Periods in South-Central Texas (based on chronologies developed by Collins (1995, 2004), Johnson and Good 
(1994), Black (1989), and Hester (2004)) 

Time 
Period Characteristics Landforms Sites Sub-Period/ 

Phase Diagnostics 

Paleoindian 

Generalized hunter-
gatherers - mammoth, 

Bison antiquus, 
deer, Bison, turtles, 

High terraces, 
valley margins, 

and upland 

Gault-41WM91,2, 
Pavo Real-41BX523,4, 

St. Mary's Hall-
41BX2295,6, Richard 

Early 
(11,500-

10,000 BP) 

Clovis, Folsom, 
Plainview points, bifacial 
Clear Fork tools, finely 

flaked end scrapers 

alligators, rabbit, 
raccoon 

locations Beene-41BX8317, 
River Mammoth-

41BX12398 

Late (10,000-
8800 BP) 

Wilson, Golondrina, and 
St. Mary's Hall points 

Hunting and 
gathering intensifies, 
greater exploitation 
of local resources, 

broadening material 
culture, burn rock 

middens, small 
highly mobile groups 

River 
terraces, hills 
overlooking 

valleys 

Wilson-Leonard-
41WM2359, 

Richard Beene-
41BX83110, Hall's 

Cave-41KR47411,12, 
41BX188813, 
41BX139614 

Early (8800-
6000 BP) 

Angostura, Early Split 
Stem, Martindale-

Uvalde, Early Basal-
Notched dart points, 

ground stone, Guadalupe 
bifaces, Clear Fork 

gouges 

Archaic 

Increasing 
populations, seasonal 

harvests, intensive 
plant gathering and 
processing, burned 

rock middens 

Upland 
settings, 

floodplains, 
low terraces, 
natural levees 

Granberg-
41BX17/21715, Gatlin-

41KR62116,17, Jonas 
Terrace-41ME2918 

Middle 
(6000-

4000 BP) 

Bell, Andice, Calf Creek, 
Taylor, Nolan, Bulverde, 
and Travis dart points, 

triangular bifaces, tubular 
stone pipes 

Burned rock middens, 
large cemeteries, 

territoriality 
All settings 

Loma Sandia-
41LK2819, Ernest 
Witte-41AU3620, 
Panther Springs-

41BX22821, Hitzfelder 
Cave-41BX2622,23,24, 

Olmos Dam-41BX125 

Late (4000-
1200 BP) 

Pedernales, Kinney, 
Lange, Marshall, Marcos, 

Montell, Castroville, 
Ensor, Frio, and Darl dart 

points 

Shift to bow and 

Late 
Prehistoric 

arrow, burned 
rock midden use 
peaks, increasing 

subsistence 
complexity, very 
large populations 

All settings 

Loeve Fox-
41WM23026, 

Smith Rockshelter-
41TV4227, Scorpion 

Cave-41ME728 

Austin 
(1200-

650 BP) 

Scallorn and Edwards 
arrow points 

Hinijosa-41JW829, 

First occurrence 
of pottery, large 

populations 
All settings 

Rainey-41BN3330, 
Biensenbach-

41WN8831, Toyah 
Bluff-41TV44132, 

Toyah (650-
350 BP) 

Perdiz and Cliffton arrow 
points, ceramics 

Coleman-41BX56833,34 

1Collins 1999a, 2Collins 1999b, 3Collins et al. 2003, 4Figueroa and Frederick 2008, 5Hester 1977, 6Hester and Kohnitz 1975, 
7Thoms and Mandel 2007a, 8Carpenter et al. 2013,  9Collins 1998, 10Thoms and Mandel 2007a, 11Toomey 1993, 12Toomey 
1994, 13Munoz and Devito 2012, 14Thompson and Nichols 2016, 15Munoz et al. 2011, 16Houk et al. 2009, 17Oksanen 2008, 
18Johnson 1995, 19Taylor and Highley 1995, 20Hall 1981, 21Black and McGraw 1985, 22Givens 1968, 23Mauldin et al. 2013, 
24Munoz et al. 2013, 25Lukowski 1988, 26Prewitt 1974, 27Suhm 1957, 28Highley et al. 1978, 29Black 1986, 30Henderson 2001, 
31Nickels 2000, 32Karbula 2003, 33Mauldin et al. 2013, 34Potter 2005 
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Europeans replaced Native Americans as the majority within 
the region (Favata and Fernandez 1993). In 1685, the coastal 
Karankawas encountered René Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La 
Salle, when Fort St. Louis was established along Matagorda Bay 
(Foster 1998). Hunger, disease, and escalating hostilities between 
the French and the Native Americans subsequently destroyed the 
colony. The southward incursion of the Comanche and Apache 
and the northward expansion of Spanish influence led to the 
displacement of many of the area’s indigenous groups. Decimated 
by disease brought by Europeans (see Ramenofsky 1987), many 
of the remaining groups sought refuge in the numerous Spanish 
missions established early in the eighteenth century. The move 
to the missions significantly impacted the hunter-gatherer way 
of life and the material culture. Native artifacts from the Historic 
period reflect European influences and include metal, glass, and 
ceramics along with pre-Hispanic Goliad wares and lithic arrow 
points, tools, and gunflints (Taylor 1996). 

Because a detailed archival report, including an extensive 
review of the historical archives and family histories of 
descendant groups was produced in 2020 (see McKenzie et 
al. 2020), the historic period in South Central Texas is touched 
upon in a concise manner. For more detailed summaries of the 
period see Mauldin et al. (2015; 2018) and McKenzie et al. 
(2016). For this report, the Historic period is divided into four 
subperiods consisting of the Proto-historic (AD 1528-1700), 
the Colonial/Mission period (AD 1700-1821), the Mexican 
period (AD 1821-1836), and the Republic of Texas/Early State 
period (AD 1836-1900). For information on the post AD 1900 
period for Central and South Texas, see Campbell (2003), 
Jasinski (2018), and Ramsdell (1959). 

Proto-historic (ca. 1528-1700) 

The Proto-historic period in Texas begins with the arrival of 
Europeans in AD 1528 (Favata and Fernandez 1993; Krieger 
2002) and ends with the establishment of sustained, regional 
European settlements around AD 1700 (Chipman and Joseph 
2010; Weddle 1968). Most of the recorded data from this 
period comes from accounts of French and Spanish soldiers and 
Spanish missionaries. Archaeological evidence for this period in 
Central and South Texas is minimal (see Thoms and Ahr 1995). 

Following the shipwreck of the Narváez on the Texas coast 
in 1528, Cabeza de Vaca and three other Spanish survivors 
lived as slaves in wretched conditions among the Texas inland 
and coastal Native Americans until 1535, at which point they 
escaped and returned to Mexico (Favata and Fernandez 1993; 
Krieger 2002). Little direct contact is documented in the Central 
Texas region between the Spanish and Native Americans over 
the next 150 years (Foster 2008; Wade 2003). 

One of the earliest Spanish excursions into Central Texas 
occurred in 1675 when the Bosque-Larios expedition traveled 

from Monclova in Coahuila onto the Edwards Plateau (Wade 
2003:24-54). In 1684 the Mendoza-Lopez expedition, 
explored the region from the El Paso area, to the Concho 
River and the San Saba River (Wade 2003:82). The following 
year, the French established Fort St. Louis, along Matagorda 
Bay on the Texas Gulf Coast. Disease and conflicts with 
coastal Native American groups resulted in the destruction of 
the colony in 1689 (Foster 1998). 

As a response to the French settlement at Fort St. Louis, Spain 
sent General Alonzo de León to secure the region in 1689. The 
following year, the Terán de los Rios entrada was dispatched 
to secure East Texas (see Cox 2005b; de la Teja 1995; Hatcher 
1932; McGraw and Hindes 1987). A diary entry made in 1691 
by Terán de los Rios, described the San Antonio River area 
as “the most beautiful in New Spain…” (Chabot 1932:10). 
Another member of the expedition, Father Massanet, wrote 
“the country is very beautiful…. The river is bordered with 
many trees, cottonwoods, oaks, cedars, mulberries and many 
vines” (Hatcher 1932:54-55). 

The Colonial/Mission Period (1700-1821) 

The founding of Mission San Juan Bautista in 1700, near 
present day Eagle Pass/Piedras Negras along the Rio Grande, 
represented the first successful Spanish settlement in South 
Central Texas (Weddle 1968). Several additional missions were 
built in the early 1700s in east Texas to establish a permanent 
Spanish presence in response to real and perceived threats from 
the French (see Chipman 1992). To expand their influence in 
the region, a series of expeditions were launched by the Spanish 
including the Espinosa-Olivares-Aguirre Expedition of 1709 
(Tous 1930a), the Domingo Ramón Expedition of 1716 (Tous 
1930b), and the Alarcón Expedition of 1718-1719 (Hoffman 
1938). All three excursions provided accounts of the San Antonio 
area. Father Isidro Felix de Espinosa of the 1709 expedition 
provided the first known description of the San Pedro Springs. 
The Alarcón Expedition established a permanent presence in the 
region with the founding of the Presidio San Antonio de Béxar, 
the Villa de Béxar, and Mission Valero (the Alamo; Cox 1997, 
2005a, b; de la Teja 1995; Habig 1968; Hoffman 1938). 

In May of 1719, the French seized Spanish Pensacola in 
present day Florida, then in June crossed the Sabine River 
from Louisiana into East Texas and captured Mission San 
Miguel de los Adaes (Chipman and Joseph 2010; Forrestal 
1935:3-4). As a result, Spain abandoned their East Texas 
Missions and retreated to the Presidio San Antonio de Béxar. 
In 1721, an entrada out of Coahuila, under the command 
of Governor José de Azlor y Virto de Vera, Marqués de San 
Miguel de Aguayo, reestablished the East Texas missions and 
presidios (Forrestal 1935; Hackett 2010). By 1731, due to the 
high cost of maintenance and resupply, and the low rates of 
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Native American converts, several of the East Texas missions 
were shut down. Three, Missions Concepción, San Juan, and 
Espada were reestablished in the San Antonio area (Almaraz 
1989; Habig 1968). In the same year, 15 families from the 
Canary Islands arrived at the Villa de Béxar. The settlers 
dominated much of the economic, political, and cultural life 
in the area throughout the 1700s (de la Teja 1995; Poyo 1991). 

The second half of the eighteenth century concluded the 
French threat in Texas. The Seven Years War (1754-1763) 
between Great Britain and the allied forces of France and 
Spain resulted in the Treaty of Paris in 1763. With Britain 
as the victor, the treaty terminated the war and ended French 
involvement in Texas (Baugh 2011; Calloway 2006). By 
the end of the century, the declining status of the missions 
in San Antonio resulted in a 1794 decree that called for 
their secularization. By 1824 all missions in the area were 
secularized (Carlson 1994; Cox 1997). 

Tensions at the close of the eighteenth century between 
Colonial Mexico, including what is now modern-day Texas, 
and Spain increased, and on September 16, 1810 a formal 
declaration of rebellion was issued by Father Hidalgo in 
Dolores, Mexico (Henderson 2009; Marley 2014). Several 
uprisings occurred in Texas including the Battle of Rosillo 
in 1813, and the Battles of the Alazán and the Medina, both 
encounters between loyalists and rebels associated with 
the Gutierrez-Magee expedition of 1812-1813 (Marley 
2014; Schwarz and Thonhoff 1985; Thonhoff 2013a, b). 
The rebellions were successful, and in 1821 Mexico gained 
independence, ending Spanish rule (Henderson 2009). 

The Mexican Period (1821-1835) 

Subsequent to Spanish rule, Mexico adopted the 
constitution of 1824. The constitution merged Texas 
with the state of Coahuila, established the state capital 
in Saltillo, and enacted laws that enabled heads of 
households to claim land in Mexico (Cox 1997). After an 
influx of settlers from the United States into Texas, the 
laws were changed. By 1830, immigration into Texas 
was prohibited. The enforcement of the “Law of April 6, 
1830” resulted in building hostility between Mexico City 
and Texas (Campbell 2003; Cox 1997; Fehrenbach 2000; 
Henson 1982:47-49; Weber 1982). The tension resulted in 
conflicts, with one of the earliest occurring in 1832 along 
the Brazos River at Fort Velasco (see Cox 1997). 

In 1834, General Antonio López de Santa Anna took 
over the Mexican government, officially revoked the 
Constitution of 1824 (Weber 1982), and sent forces under 
the command of General Cos to suppress uprisings in 
Coahuila and Texas. Cos eventually occupied San Antonio, 

but withdrew his forces south after several battles with 
a rebel army led first by Stephen F. Austin, then by Ben 
Milam (Cox 1997; Marley 2014). In February of 1836, 
Santa Anna and a Mexican army of approximately 2,000 
men arrived on the outskirts of San Antonio to reassert 
governmental control. Rebel forces of less than 200 men 
retreated to Mission San Antonio de Valero and after a 
short siege, were defeated on March 6, 1836. In late April, 
under the command of Sam Houston, the Texan forces 
defeated the Mexican troops at the battle of San Jacinto. 
The defeat and capture of Santa Anna, resulted in the 
establishment of the Republic of Texas (Campbell 2003; 
Cox 1997; Davis 2004). 

The Republic of Texas and the Early Texas State 
(1836-1900) 

The new Republic was not recognized by Mexico, 
and disputes, many centered on the establishment of a 
southern boundary with Mexico, continued into the 1840s 
(Fehrenbach 1983). San Antonio was occupied by 700 
Mexican soldiers in March of 1842, and again in September 
by forces loyal to Mexico. An armistice was established in 
June of 1843 (Cox 1997). 

Soon after the creation of the Republic, Texans began 
negotiations for annexation into the United States. Despite 
significant foreign debt and a proslavery stance, Texas was 
admitted as the 28th state on December 29, 1845 (Neu 
2015; Texas State Library and Archivist Commission 2016). 
Following the annexation, Mexico cut diplomatic ties to 
Texas. Various battles occurred between Mexican and 
United States troops concerning disputed territories along 
the Rio Grande leading to a declaration of war on May 13, 
1846 by the United States. The war, fought on Mexican 
soil, concluded in February of 1848 with the Treaty of 
Guadalupe-Hidalgo. The treaty ceded most of what is now 
Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, 
Texas, and Utah to the United States and established the 
Rio Grande as the southern boundary of Texas (Bauer 1992; 
Campbell 2003; Wallace 1965). 

Following the war with Mexico, the population of Texas 
expanded rapidly, increasing from approximately 142,000 in 
1847 to over 600,000 by 1860 (Campbell 2003). The dominant 
crop in East Texas, cotton, was supported, for the most part, 
by slave labor. By 1860 over 180,000 slaves were in the state 
(Campbell 1989, 2003). In 1861, with the commencement of 
the Civil War, Texas joined the Confederacy and seceded from 
the United States (Campbell 2003). Following the defeat of 
the Confederacy in 1865, the state was placed under military 
rule for roughly five years. In 1870, Texas was readmitted to 
the United States (Moneyhon 2017). 
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The population in Texas continued to expand from one million 
in the early 1870s to over three million in 1900 (Meinig 1969). 
Major industries in the state during this period consisted of 
cattle ranching and farming (Campbell 2003; Meinig 1969; 
Sonnichsen 1950). The railroads expanded into Texas in the 
1870s, and by 1900 they crisscrossed the state connecting it 
to the rest of country (Meinig 1969; Reed 1941). 

Previous Archaeological Investigations 

Bexar County contains a plethora of historical archaeological 
sites dating from the founding and early days of the Villa 
de Béxar. The CHoSA is located on land that sits on the 
western edge of a concentration of these sites in downtown 
San Antonio. The property’s 48 years of use as the Campo 
Santo (1808-1848) and Old Catholic Cemetery (1849-1855), 
spanning the end of the Colonial Mission period to the Early 
Statehood period, link it to a variety of archaeological sites 
associated with early San Antonio. This section provides a 
brief summary of archaeological sites within a roughly 0.5 km 
(0.3 mi.) radius of the CHoSA property (Figure 2-10). This 
includes projects completed at the Spanish Governor’s Palace 
(41BX179), two Spanish Colonial middens and a possible 
presidio wall (41BX1598), the Plaza de Armas (41BX2088), 
the Menger Soap Works (41BX508), the Old San Antonio 
Cemetery in Milam Park (41BX992), the possible first location 
of Mission Valero (41BX1968), eight sites (41BX2252-2259) 
associated with the new Frost Bank Tower, seven residential 
sites (41BX302, 604, 611, 612, 613, 795, and 2092; Texas 
Historical Commission 2018c), and a previous burial 
investigation on CHoSA property (Lyle 1999). 

Spanish Governor’s Palace (41BX179) 

The exact construction date of the Spanish Governor’s Palace 
is unknown, but 1749 is carved into the keystone above its 
main entrance. Fox (1977:2) suggests that the keystone date 
likely refers to the building’s final construction phase, as a 
comandancia was mentioned in 1733 as the home of Captain 
José de Urrutia and again in 1738 as being adjacent to the 
cuerpo de guardia on the north side of Military Plaza (Chabot 
1929). The building was used to house various captains and 
at least one governor until 1780, when it was passed down 
to Captain Luis Antonio Menchaca’s son José (Menchaca 
1803). The building was owned by Ignacio Perez from 
1804 to his death in 1852 (Chabot 1929; Fox 1977; Spanish 
Archives 1804). Subsequently the building housed small 
shops, offices, and bars (Fox 1977). 

The Spanish Governor’s Palace, located 0.38 km (0.24 
mi.) southeast of the current Project Area (see Figure 2-10 

southeast quadrant), has been investigated multiple times. 
Harvey P. Smith worked at the site during the structure’s 
rehabilitation following the purchase of the property by 
the City in in 1928. He excavated to four feet below the 
surface to reveal what he determined to be the earliest walls 
of the building (Fox 1977). Fox (1977, 1997) conducted 
work in 1976 and 1996, and Ulrich (2010)/Nichols (2018) 
conducted monitoring and limited excavation at the site in 
2009 and 2015 respectively. 

Fox (1977) used a combination of shovel tests and test units 
to explore the northeast corner of the property in 1976. The 
work exposed two caliche floors, and recovered an infant 
burial and an assortment of early eighteenth and nineteenth-
century artifacts. Artifacts included porcelain, stoneware, 
English earthenwares, Spanish Colonial wares, glass and 
metal objects, nails, debitage, and faunal bone (Fox 1977:4-
10). In 1996, Fox excavated three test units along the eastern 
wall of the building to determine the depth and condition of 
its foundations. Recovered artifacts included Spanish Colonial 
ceramics, English earthenwares, porcelain, glass, metal, 
construction materials, shell, animal bone, debitage, and chert 
tools (Fox 1997:14). The CAR excavated five 50-x-50 cm test 
units in December 2009 and January 2010 in the courtyard 
of the Spanish Governor’s Palace. The units were dug in 
advance of utility installations. Large quantities of artifacts 
were recovered ranging from the Colonial period through the 
twentieth century, including faunal bone, Spanish Colonial 
and English ceramics, debitage, glass, metal, and construction 
materials (Ulrich 2010). In 2015, Raba Kistner Environmental 
excavated exploratory trenches in front of the building in 
advance of the replacement of a water main. An intact deposit 
of Spanish Colonial artifacts was recovered approximately 80-
100 cm below surface (cmbs; 31.5-39.4 in.; Nichols 2018). 

Site 41BX1598 

Two midden deposits, one late Spanish Colonial and one 
post-Colonial, six post-Colonial pit features, a possible 
presidio wall, and walls associated with the Santa Rosa 
Charity Hospital/St. Joseph’s Orphanage (1860s-early 1900s, 
and see McKenzie et al. 2020) were recorded by CAR during 
testing and monitoring of 41BX1598 in 2003. The work, 
completed in advance of construction of the San Fernando 
Community Center, consisted of six backhoe trenches, nine 
shovel tests, seven test units, and mechanical stripping. CAR 
recovered over 1,500 artifacts and 13,000 pieces of animal 
bone (Figueroa and Mauldin 2005). Figueroa and Mauldin 
(2005) concluded that the midden deposits represent use 
from before 1700 and that the Colonial-period wall may be 
the remains of the Presidio San Antonio de Béxar. The site is 
located approximately 0.40 km (0.25 mi.) to the southeast of 
the CHoSA (see Figure 2-10 southeast quadrant). 
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Figure 2-10. Archaeological sites within 0.5 km of the project area. 
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Plaza de Armas (41BX2088) 

Plaza de Armas, the second location of the Presidio San 
Antonio de Béxar, was established in 1722 to protect the 
Villa de Bexar and the Mission San Antonio de Valero. The 
presidio was originally on the west side of the San Antonio 
River roughly 1.4 km (0.87 mi.) from the mission (Handbook 
of Texas Online 2018). The plaza functioned as the center for 
military, commercial, and civic activities during the Spanish 
Colonial period and throughout the nineteenth century 
(McKenzie et al. 2016). 41BX2088 lies roughly 0.42 km 
(0.26 mi.) to the southeast of the Children’s Hospital (see 
Figure 2-10 southeast quadrant). 

In 2011, Abasolo Archaeological Consultants monitored 
the excavation of two exploratory test pits to expose and 
inspect the condition of the foundation of the Plaza de Armas 
Buildings (Shafer and Hester 2011). Test Pit 1 was adjacent 
to the wall on the north side of Building 1 in the patio of 
the Spanish Governor’s Palace and Test Pit 2 was against 
the wall on the west side of Building 1. A mixed deposit 
of ceramics, glass, metal, and faunal bone was recovered 
from Test Pit 1. Most of the artifacts dated to the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. Although few artifacts were 
present, a feature, the buried wall base of a window well, was 
uncovered in Test Pit 2. The profile of the test pit revealed an 
intact deposit of dark brown sediment with bone and charcoal 
approximately 1.5 m (4.9 ft.) below the surface. Shafer and 
Hester (2011) concluded that the intact sediment may contain 
Spanish Colonial deposits. 

The CAR conducted archaeological monitoring and testing 
at the Plaza de Armas Buildings (Vogel Belt Complex) from 
April 2013 to November 2014 in advance of renovations and 
improvements to City of San Antonio offices housed in the 
complex (McKenzie et al. 2016). CAR staff monitored five 
boreholes, five backhoe trenches, 10 test units, and nine shovel 
tests, and hand-excavated 34 auger tests, 41 test units, and six 
features. Four backhoe trenches and one borehole were located 
on the exterior of the Plaza de Armas Buildings. The remaining 
excavations were in the building basements. Artifacts recovered 
include Native American, Spanish Colonial, and European/ 
English wares, construction materials, metal, glass, personal 
items, faunal bone, debitage, lithic tools, groundstone, and 
burned rock (McKenzie et al. 2016). 

McKenzie et al. (2016) concluded that the project sampled 
deposits containing buried Spanish Colonial material from 
the 1722 Presidio San Antonio de Béxar, possibly including 
a portion of the Presidio wall itself, as well as later Spanish 
Colonial and post-Spanish Colonial occupations. A large 
Spanish Colonial-age sheet midden was documented in the 
western third of the building basements that likely extends 
towards San Pedro Creek. 

Menger Soap Works (41BX508) 

In July 1851, Simon Menger purchased the F. W. Klemcke 
soap business and started the Menger Soap Works. The 
original building was located approximately three blocks to 
the south of the present location of 41BX508. In September 
1859, a flood destroyed the original location and the Soap 
Works was reestablished at its present site, roughly 0.33 km 
(0.21 mi.) to the northeast of the CHoSA (see Figure 2-10 
northeast quadrant; Ivey and Assad 1982; Texas Historical 
Commission 2018c). Menger’s soap making operation 
continued until 1911 at which point the building was used to 
house other businesses (Ivey and Assad 1982). Site 41BX508 
is listed on the National Register of Historic Sites (Texas 
Historical Commission 2018c). 

The CAR conducted archaeological investigations in advance 
of renovations of the surviving structure in February 1979 
(Ivey and Assad 1982). Eight units were excavated revealing 
extensive foundations, brick and stone platforms, flagstone 
and brick floors, remnants of machinery, and artifacts 
including glass, ceramics, metal, personal items, and faunal 
bone. Ivey and Assad (1982) conclude that the artifacts are 
in mixed context and date from the 1840s to the mid-1900s. 

Milam Park/Square (41BX992) 

The land comprising Milam Park was platted in 1848 as the San 
Antonio city cemetery (City Council Minutes (CCM) 1848) 
and was used as such until 1853 (Tennis 1995a). The cemetery 
was immediately adjacent to the Old Catholic cemetery and 
Campo Santo located on the CHoSA property (see Figure 2-10 
southwest quadrant). In 1884, the cemetery was repurposed 
as Milam Square or Park in honor of Ben Milam’s gravesite 
(City Council Minutes (CCM) 1884; Tennis 1995a). Milam 
was fatally wounded on December 7, 1835 while leading the 
Battle of San Antonio de Béjar. He was buried where he died 
in the east yard of 41BX2164, the Veramendi Palace (Garver 
2010; Nevin 1975; Tennis 1995b). Milam was exhumed and 
reinterred in the city cemetery (41BX992) in either 1846 or 
1848 (Tennis 1995b). 

The CAR conducted monitoring, backhoe trenching, shovel 
testing, and two burial exhumations in 1992 and 1993 at 
Milam Square. Recovered artifacts include post-1900s metal, 
faunal bone, personal items and earlier lead glazed ceramics 
(Tennis 1995a, b). In 2013, Atkins North America, Inc. 
conducted archaeological monitoring and excavated three test 
units in advance of renovations to the park’s playground. Three 
potential grave markers were uncovered within and beneath 
modern fill deposits, but were determined not to be associated 
with the old city cemetery (Nichols 2013). Cox/McLain 
Environmental Consulting, Inc. monitored street, sidewalk 
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and storm sewer improvements along North San Saba Street 
in 2015 and 2016. The mechanical excavations on San Saba 
abutted the west side of 41BX992. No artifacts or burials 
were encountered (Dayton et al. 2016). 

Site 41BX1968 

According to the diary of Fr. Pedro de Mezquía, a missionary 
on the Alarcón expedition of 1718, Mission San Antonio de 
Valero was originally constructed as an impermanent hut of 
mud and brush on May 1, 1718 near what is believed to be 
San Pedro Springs (Cox 2005b; Hoffman 1938:318). Another 
account by Fr. Francisco de Celiz, the official diarist of the 
Alarcón expedition, places the mission’s original location 3.2 
km (2.0 mi.) south of San Pedro Springs on the west side 
of the San Antonio River along San Pedro Creek (Hoffman 
1935:49). Mission Valero was moved to the east bank of the 
San Antonio River about a year later (Habig 1990), then to 
its final location, approximately 0.2 km (0.1 mi.) from the 
second site, in 1724 (Cox 2005b; Habig 1990). 

In 2013, the CAR conducted archaeological investigations 
on Columbus Park and on adjacent land owned by the 
Christopher Columbus Italian Society to explore Spanish 
Colonial deposits possibly associated with the first location 
of the mission. Nichols (2015b), using the diary of Celiz 
(Hoffman 1935), posits that the mission was originally 
constructed on the landform currently owned by the 
Columbus Society (Nichols 2015b:8). Thirty-one shovel 
tests and three test units were excavated. Surface collections 
produced a small number of Spanish Colonial Period artifacts. 
No evidence of the mission was noted within Columbus 
Park. Spanish Colonial majolicas and lead-glazed Galera 
wares were recovered from the Columbus Society property 
(Nichols 2015b). The property, designated as site 41BX1968, 
is located approximately 0.45 km (0.28 mi.) to the north of 
the Children’s Hospital property (see Figure 2-10 northwest 
quadrant; Texas Historical Commission 2018c). 

Raba Kistner Environmental, Inc. completed additional 
excavations on the  Columbus Society land in 2015 (Nichols 
2015a). Eighteen auger bores, three test units, and four 
shovel tests revealed disturbed sediments containing artifacts 
from the late-nineteenth to the early-twentieth century 
including faunal bone, debitage, construction material, glass, 
metal, personal items, and European ceramics. Thirty-seven 
artifacts, possibly associated with the Spanish Colonial 
Period, were also uncovered in the mixed sediments. These 
consisted of Colonial ceramics, glass, and a gunflint. Nichols 
(2015a) concludes that the range of artifacts fit what would 
be expected to be associated with the first site of Mission 
Valero, but that no key temporal diagnostics were recovered 
that definitively link 41BX1968 to the original mission. 

41BX2252-2259 

In 2016, the CAR conducted archaeological investigations in 
advance of the construction of the Frost Bank Tower located 
approximately 0.33 km (0.21 mi.) to the east of the CHoSA 
project area (see Figure 2-10 northeast quadrant; Figueroa 
and McKenzie in press). The project’s archaeological field 
work is complete, but, as of the production of this report, 
the analysis and reporting phase is ongoing. The Frost 
investigations, consisting of monitoring, the mechanical 
excavation of 12 backhoe trenches, and the hand excavation 
of two test units and one shovel test, uncovered 14 features 
and over 6,500 artifacts. Over 75 percent of the artifacts were 
recovered from Feature 25. The feature’s artifacts include 
over 1,450 ceramic sherds with 99 percent identified as 
Native American wares. This feature is identified by Figueroa 
and McKenzie (in press) as a late Spanish Colonial trash 
deposit. Eight new sites, 41BX2252-2259, were recorded and 
are briefly summarized in Table 2-2. 

Casa Navarro (41BX302) 

Casa Navarro (41BX302) is 0.47 km (0.29 mi.) to the 
southeast of the Children’s Hospital (see Figure 2-10). The 
house is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, and 
is a Texas Historic Landmark. The property includes a two-
story office, a one-story house, and a one-story kitchen (Texas 
Historical Commission 2018c). José Antonio Navarro bought 
the land in 1832, but did not live full-time in the structure until 
it was completed in the mid-1850s. He occupied the building 
until his death in 1871 (Texas Historical Commission 2018b). 
Navarro was a merchant, rancher, land investor, politician, 
and one of the three Mexican signers of the Texas Declaration 
of Independence (Texas Historical Commission 2018a).  

Ernest Steves House (41BX604), Marx House 
(41BX611), Callaghan/Navarro House (41BX612), 

and Navarro/Leal House (41BX613) 

Four residential structures, located within 0.5 km (0.31 mi.) of 
the CHoSA project area, were investigated in the early 1980s 
as part of the Vista Verde South downtown revitalization 
project. The houses, all on New City Block (NCB) 301, 
were subject to a pedestrian reconnaissance survey by the 
CAR in 1983 (Texas Historical Commission 2018c) and 
were determined as eligible for nomination to the National 
Register of Historic Places (Labadie 1987:24 Figure 14). 

The Ernest Steves House (41BX604) was a one-story 1890’s 
Queen Anne style frame structure with ornate shingling and 
Victorian detailing (Labadie 1987:22 Figure 13), It was 
located at 208 South Leona Street, but was moved in the 
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 Table 2-2. Archaeological Sites Associated with the Frost Bank Tower Project 
(Figueroa and McKenzie in press) 

Site Feature Feature Description Associated 
Artifacts 

41BX2252 
4 Stone foundation No 
5 Brick foundation No 

41BX2253 8 Stone foundation No 
41BX2254 3 Privy/trash pit Yes 

41BX2255 
14 Hand dug stone lined well Yes 
24 Stone foundation No 
27 Lithic scatter Yes 

41BX2256 

2 Privy/trash pit Yes 
9 Privy/trash deposit Yes 
21 Stone foundation No 
25 Late colonial pit Yes 
28 Trash pit Yes 

41BX2257 1 Sheet midden Yes 
41BX2258 N/A N/A Yes 
41BX2259 11 Stone foundation No 

early 1980s as part of the revitalization project (Labadie 
1987:72). Ernest Steves was a son of Edward Steves (1829-
1890), a prominent San Antonio lumberman and business 
owner (Everett 2016). The site is located 0.44 km (0.27 mi.) 
to the southwest of the CHoSA property (see Figure 2-10 
southwest quadrant; Texas Historical Commission 2018c). 

The Peter Marx House (41BX611), a Victorian style frame 
shotgun house (Labadie 1987:22 Figure 13) constructed 
within the Victorian Texas period from 1874-1901 (Labadie 
1987:21 Figure 10; Texas Historical Commission 1979), 
was located at 209 South Pecos. The house was also moved 
during the revitalization project (Labadie 1987:73). The 
site is located 0.40 km (0.25 mi.) to the southwest of the 
CHoSA property (see Figure 2-10 southwest quadrant; 
Texas Historical Commission 2018c). Peter Marx was 
born in Germany in 1845 and died in San Antonio in 1897 
(Ancestry.com 2018b). Per the 1880 United States Federal 
Census, he was married to Carolina and had two children, 
a daughter Adela and a son Peter Jr. Peter was a clerk and 
Carolina kept house (Ancestry.com 2018a). 

The Callaghan/Navarro House (41BX612) was a Victorian 
style wood and stucco structure (Labadie 1987:22 Figure 
13). It was located on 211 South Pecos Street, approximately 
0.43 km (0.27 mi.) southwest of the Children’s Hospital 
(see Figure 2-10 southwest quadrant; Texas Historical 
Commission 2018c). The Navarro/Leal House (41BX613), 
a Victorian stucco on stone structure (Labadie 1987:22 
Figure 13), was on 213 South Pecos Street roughly 0.45 
km (0.28 mi.) southwest of the hospital (see Figure 2-10 

southwest quadrant; Texas Historical Commission 2018c). 
Both houses were demolished with the permission of the 
SHPO in 1983 (Labadie 1987:73-74). It is unknown when 
the two houses were built, but their construction style is 
similar to mid-nineteenth century houses in the area. They 
were constructed for Bryan Callaghan Sr., a prominent 
merchant and Mayor of San Antonio (1847), after he 
purchased NCB 301 in 1850. After Callaghan’s death, his 
wife Concepcion married Angel Navarro, José Antonio 
Navarro’s brother. Various members of the Callaghan and 
Navarro families resided in the houses until 1913 when they 
became rental properties (DeLara-Almond Architects and 
Bobbitt 1981:71-72). 

Ruiz Property (41BX795) 

Juan Manuel Ruiz, an immigrant from Querataro, Spain, 
acquired the Ruiz property, consisting of a limestone house 
and 50 varas square (12.9 m2) of land, sometime around 
1760. The property was originally granted to Joseph Antonio 
Rodriguez in 1736 (Chabot 1937; Uecker et al. 1991). Upon 
the death of Ruiz in 1797, the property was passed to his son, 
José Francisco Antonio Ruiz. José Francisco (1790-1840) 
was educated in Spain and in 1803 became schoolmaster of 
the Villa de Béxar school which was run from the Ruiz home. 
In 1813, he fought at the Battle of Medina as a lieutenant 
in the Republican Army of the North under the command of 
Gutiérrez de Lara. The defeat of the Republican army by the 
Spanish forces forced the Ruiz family to flee and live in exile 
until 1822. José Francisco served as a Colonel in the Mexican 

https://Ancestry.com
https://Ancestry.com
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army from 1825 to 1832. In 1835, Ruiz joined the Texas Army 
and in 1836 he signed the Texas Declaration of Independence 
(Strong 2010; Uecker et al. 1991). Francisco Antonio Ruiz, 
the mayor of San Antonio during the 1836 siege of Mission 
Valero, inherited the property from his father, José Francisco, 
in 1840 (Chabot 1937; Uecker et al. 1991). Various members 
of the Ruiz family continued to reside on the property until 
1910. In the 1940s, the Ruiz house was relocated to the 
grounds of the Witte Museum (San Antonio Light 1948; 
Uecker et al. 1991). 

The Ruiz property is located 0.48 km (0.30 mi.) to the 
southeast of the Children’s Hospital (see Figure 2-10 
southeast quadrant). The site was recorded by Fox in 1989 
during archaeological investigations conducted by the 
CAR in advance of utility construction on the property 
(Texas Historical Commission 2018c; Uecker et al. 1991). 
Monitoring and the excavation of three test units recovered 
Native American, Spanish Colonial, and European/English 
wares, glass, metal, personal items, construction material, 
lithic debitage, and faunal remains. The investigation 
recorded building footings and the remains of a brick-lined 
privy. Recovered artifacts from the eighteenth century 
Spanish Colonial era are consistent with the use of the 
property as early as the 1730s (Uecker et al. 1991). 

41BX2092 

In 2015, Terracon Consultants, Inc. conducted archaeological 
investigations in advance of the platting of property on 
Cattleman’s Square. Site 41BX2092 is located approximately 
0.27 km (0.17 mi.) to the south west of the Children’s Hospital 
(see Figure 2-10 southwest quadrant). Backhoe trenching 
revealed domestic artifacts consistent with a late nineteenth 
to early twentieth century habitation (Texas Historical 
Commission 2018c). 

CHoSA Property (41BX2397) 

During the summer and fall of 1997, the CAR exhumed 
two burials uncovered during construction activities at the 
Children’s Hospital (Lyle 1999.) The first burial, recorded 
approximately three feet below the surface in an unmonitored 
backhoe trench, consisted of a mostly complete young adult 
female. The coffin burial included a woman’s wedding 
band, rosary beads, and two religious medals. The second 
burial, uncovered during installation of a drainage pipe, was 
previously disturbed by a sewer pipe. The pipe  cut through 
the young adult male coffin burial. No grave items were 
recovered. No evidence of grave shafts or pits were noted for 
either burial (Lyle 1999.) 
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Chapter 3: Field and Laboratory Methods 

The construction of Memorial, Prayer, and Play Gardens on 
the grounds of the CHoSA had a high probability of impacting 
human remains interred from 1808-1855 in the Old Campo 
Santo of San Fernando and Old Catholic Cemetery. Previous 
investigations on the hospital property (Lyle 1999) and 
construction finds under Houston Street adjacent to the hospital 
property indicate that human burials remain on the property 
(see McKenzie et al. 2020). The CAR, under contract with 
CHRISTUS Health, conducted archaeological investigations 
on the project area to exhume human remains inadvertently 
exposed during utility trenching prior to CAR’s involvement, 
to explore the property for additional burials, to monitor all 
subsurface construction impacts, and to analyze and prepare any 
exhumed human remains for reburial on the CHoSA property. 
This chapter presents the field and laboratory methods used 
during the archaeological investigations of 41BX2397. 

Field Methodology 

Phase I of the investigations consisted of the cleanup of 
a mechanically excavated utility trench, the screening of 
associated backdirt, and the hand-excavation of eight 1-x-1 m 
units and two test pits to explore and exhume exposed human 
remains. CAR archaeologists, under the direction of the CAR 
Physical Anthropologist, Cynthia Munoz, thoroughly inspected 
the surface of the Memorial Garden for displaced human remains 
and burial artifacts. The crew carefully cleaned the walls and 
floor of the utility trench by shovel and trowel scraping. Each 
disassociated skeletal element and burial artifact on the surface 
and in the trench was flagged, numbered, mapped in with a 
SOKKIA Total Data Station (TDS), and collected for transport 
back to the CAR laboratory. Each evening, the excavations were 
covered with heavy plastic tarps for protection. The project area 
was completely fenced in and locked at the end of the workday 
by CHoSA. The containers were removed from the excavation 
site daily and secured at the CAR laboratory. 

Locations in the trench walls with indications of a burial were 
explored with hand-excavated test units. One by one meter 
units were placed over the locations of the remains to allow 
for controlled hand excavation to expose and document the 
vertical and horizontal location of the burials. The units were 
expanded as necessary to encompass the complete skeleton. 
The test units were excavated in 10 cm (3.9 in.) levels and 
all matrix removed from each level was screened through 1/8-
inch (0.32 cm) hardware cloth. All artifacts collected from the 
fill dirt were labeled to correspond with the respective burial. 
Each set of remains was pedestalled before recording. Wooden 
skewers were used to expose the burials to minimize any 

further damage to the remains. Each burial was mapped with 
the TDS and recorded on a burial form and a master burial 
log. The burial form included burial number, horizontal and 
vertical provenience, position of the skeleton, and orientation/ 
direction of the skull. Evidence of post-interment disturbances, 
grave dimensions, grave fill, and fill into which the grave was 
excavated were also recorded on the form. Color of the skeletal 
elements was only recorded when indicative of groundwater 
or soil staining, burning, copper exposure, etc. Burials were 
mapped to scale onto a plan map. A photographic record 
and a photo log with the date and description was made for 
the test unit excavations. After the recording procedure was 
completed, elements were carefully removed and individually 
bagged. Burial sediments were removed and bagged from 
under the remains and returned to CAR for water screening. 
The bags were labeled with the element identification, the 
burial number, the excavator’s initials, and the date (e.g. Burial 
4, left calcaneous, S. Wigley, 4-12-17). These individual 
packages were placed in temporary curation containers labeled 
with the burial number and the date. 

Upon completion of the utility trench burial exhumations, 
CAR archaeologists screened the backdirt from the utility 
trench for human remains and burial artifacts. Each backdirt 
pile along the sides of the trench was numbered and mapped 
with the TDS. Recovered remains were bagged and labeled 
with the backdirt pile number. Upon completion of the 
excavation all artifacts and human remains were returned to 
the CAR laboratory for processing and detailed analysis. 

The second phase of the project entailed explorations of the 
CHoSA property to locate additional burials. To attempt 
to locate burials without exploratory excavations, ground 
penetrating radar (GPR) and a soil magnetometer survey 
was conducted on a portion of the Memorial Garden. Due 
to the heavy clay contents of the sediments, the GPR survey 
was unsuccessful. Soil magnetometry results indicated 
16 anomalies. Because the project area has a history of 
disturbance, including parking lot construction, signage, 
building construction, and utility placement, it was unclear 
if the anomalies were burials or utilities. To supplement the 
results, the eastern two-thirds of the Memorial Garden was 
systematically trenched with a mini-excavator. The trenching 
consisted of scraping approximately 7 cm (2.8 in) of sediment 
at a time with a smooth excavator bucket. Archaeological 
monitors halted the excavator upon any indication of 
remains. The trench excavations terminated approximately 
80-90 cmbs (31.5-35.4 inbs) when no remains were recorded. 
Exposed elements were flagged; identified, recorded, and 
photographed by CAR’s Physical Anthropologist; and 
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mapped in with a Total Data Station. Other than the initial 
identification, the remains were not excavated, exhumed, 
or further explored. Because a minimum of 83 individuals 
were exposed in 11 exploratory trenches, CHoSA made 
the decision not to exhume the remains. The burials in the 
exploratory trenches were covered with a layer of sand 
followed by backdirt. 

The final phase involved monitoring of all subsurface 
construction activities on the CHoSA property including 
mechanical and hand-excavated trenches for electrical lines 
and connectors, drainage and irrigation, utility placement 
and renovation, basement waterproofing, boiler room 
lateral pipe repair, terrace footers, wall replacement, bench 
and marker foundations, and tree plantings. In advance of 
mechanical pier drilling to support an observation/coffee 
terrace addition to the hospital over a portion of the Memorial 
Garden, CAR archaeologists hand-excavated seven shovel 
tests to ensure that the locations were negative for human 
remains. Shovel tests were 40 cm (15.7 in.) in diameter and 
extended to a depth of 70 cmbs (27.6 inbs). They were not 
excavated in specific increments, as the goal was to look for 
human burials. All soil from the shovel tests was screened 
through 1/8-inch hardware cloth. A large trench for terrace 
footers was mechanically excavated without notifying CAR 
monitors. Because the backdirt from the trench had been 
redistributed and smoothed out across the property before 
the archaeologist’s discovery of the excavation, it could not 
be screened for human remains. CAR staff cleaned up the 
trench walls and floor and screened the associated sediments. 
Isolated human remains were collected. In advance of the 
installation of an additional pier for the terrace construction, 
CAR archaeologists hand-excavated the proposed area. The 
same excavation methods described above in Phase 1 were 

followed. Upon completion of the excavation all recovered 
artifacts and human remains were returned to the CAR 
laboratory for processing and detailed analysis. 

Laboratory Methodology 

Cultural materials recovered from the exhumation outlined 
above were inventoried and processed at the CAR laboratory 
at UTSA. All recovered human remains and associated 
artifacts were identified and analyzed. Proveniences for the 
materials were double checked through the use of a field sack 
number that was recorded on a field log form. Field sack 
numbers were assigned to artifact bags in the field. At the 
CAR, all artifacts and samples were separated by type and 
recovery context to facilitate analysis. Processing of recovered 
artifacts began with washing and sorting into appropriate 
categories (e.g., points, buttons, and nails). Depending on the 
condition of the skeletal elements, they were either gently 
washed or dry brushed. Individual categories were then 
analyzed by specific attributes designed for each group. Data 
was entered into Excel spreadsheets. All human remains and 
burial artifacts were reinterred on the CHoSA property.  

Records generated during the project were prepared in 
accordance with federal regulation 36 CFR part 79, and THC 
requirements for State Held-in-Trust collections. Digital 
photographs were printed on acid-free paper, labeled with 
archivally appropriate materials, and placed in archival-
quality sleeves. All field forms were completed with pencil. 
Field notes, forms, photographs, and drawings were printed 
on acid-free paper and placed in archival folders. Upon 
completion of the project, all records were permanently 
curated at the CAR facility. 
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Chapter 4: Results of Phases 1, 2, and 3 

In September 2016, during the mechanical excavation of 
a linear utility trench in a proposed Memorial Garden, the 
CHoSA inadvertently exposed probable human remains. The 
hospital contacted the Bexar County Medical Examiner’s 
Office and the CAR who both concurred that the remains were 
human and were not part of a crime scene. To comply with 
the ruling of the 408th District Court, the CHoSA contracted 
CAR to exhume all the burials on the property, which was 
deemed an abandoned cemetery under state law.  

Fieldwork occurred on the project area from November 4, 
2016 through September 30, 2020 in three phases. Phase 1 
included a magnetometer survey and the hand-excavation 
of eight test units and two test pits. Phase 2 consisted of 

exploratory backhoe trenching. The final phase entailed the 
hand-excavation of seven shovel tests, the hand-excavation 
of a footer trench, and monitoring of all subsurface 
construction impacts on the hospital property. This included 
the monitoring of mechanical and hand-excavated trenches 
for electrical lines and connectors, utility placement and 
renovation, drainage and irrigation, basement waterproofing, 
boiler room lateral pipe repair, wall replacement, terrace 
footer installation, bench and marker foundations, and tree 
plantings. Construction plans were redesigned several times 
over the four years to reflect changes in design and to be as 
noninvasive to the human burials remaining on the property 
as possible. Figure 4-1 shows the final construction plan with 
the locations of the Old Catholic Cemetery and Campo Santo. 

Figure 4-1. CHoSA renovations with the locations of the Campo Santo in blue and the Old Catholic Cemetery in purple. 
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This chapter presents the results of each phase including an 
analysis of the human skeletal remains recovered by the CAR 
and descriptions of burial associated artifacts. 

Phase 1 

At some point before the utility trench excavation, CHoSA 
removed approximately 0.46-0.91 m (1.5-3.0 ft.) of 
overburden from the Memorial Garden. This could account 
for up to half of the grave overburden, assuming original 
burial depths of six feet. The approximate dimensions of the 
utility trench were 58 m (190 ft.) long by 0.8 m (2.6 ft.) wide 
by 0.46-0.61 m (1.5-2.0 ft.) deep. An initial inspection by the 
CAR Physical Anthropologist suggested that at least three 
sets of remains, one within the boundary of the Campo Santo 
and two outside the Campo Santo but within the boundaries 
of the Old Catholic Cemetery, were exposed in the trench 
walls. It was also apparent that human remains were in the 
backdirt piles along the sides of the trench. CAR staff covered 
the exposed burials in the trench with sand and the backdirt 
piles with tarps to protect the remains while waiting for the 
408th District Court’s ruling. On March 23, 2017, CAR 
was granted a Disinterment Permit allowing disinterment 
of all burials on the CHoSA property. The court signed the 
petition on March 24, 2017 allowing excavations of human 
remains to begin. In the interim, the Geological Sciences 
Department of UTSA, led by Dr. Blake Weissling, conducted 
a magnetometer survey of a portion of the Memorial Garden. 

Ground Penetrating Radar and Soil Magnetometer 
Survey 

On November 4, 2016, Dr. Blake Weissling and three of his 
students attempted to use Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 
to explore subsurface disturbances in the far eastern portion 
of the Memorial Garden. The goal of the GPR survey was to 
reveal anomalies that may represent burial features, which 
would then be used to guide CAR’s exhumations. GPR is 
a non-destructive method of geophysical inspection that 
creates subsurface images by transmitting electromagnetic 
waves into the ground surface and receiving pulses reflected 
from materials with different dielectric properties. The 
amplitudes of the received pulses and their arrival times are 
used to determine the nature and location of the anomaly. 
Soils with high conductivity, such as clay, limit GPR 
performance (Daniels 2007; Schrott and Sass 2008). Because 
Dr. Weissling concluded that the heavy clay content of the 
project area sediments was not conducive to GPR, the survey 
was not completed. 

In lieu of GPR, Dr. Weissling and his students conducted a 
magnetometer survey (Figure 4-2). Magnetometers, using 
spatially separated sensors, measure the gradient of the 

magnetic field to provide resolution of small subsurface 
anomalies. Magnetometers can detect subtle anomalies 
caused by decaying organic materials, but react very strongly 
to iron, steel, many types of rock, and brick (Garcia-Garcia 
et al. 2016). Scanning was performed using a Geometrics 
Cesium Vapor Gradiometer. The area surveyed was divided 
into two grids measuring 6.7 m (22.0 ft.) by 6.0 m (19.7 
ft.) and 20.2 m (66.3 ft.) by 3.3 m (10.8 ft.). The grids 
were surveyed along transects. Figure 4-3 is a map of the 
magnetometer results. See Appendix E for an enlargment of 
the magnetometer results. Because the anomalies (boxed in 
black) could show burials or could be reflecting construction 
and utility disturbances, CAR planned to follow up the 
magnetometer survey with ground-truthing excavations in 
Phase 2 of the fieldwork. 

Utility Trench Burial Exhumations 

From April 4 through the 17, 2017, CAR conducted 
fieldwork to exhume the human remains disturbed by the 
utility trench. The field crew carefully inspected the surface 
of the Memorial Garden to locate all human bone dislodged 
during the mechanical excavation of the trench. All finds 
were flagged, numbered, mapped with a SOKKIA Total Data 
Station (TDS), and bagged with an identification number. To 
provide a more fine-grained exploratory and documentation 
strategy, we used the TDS to establish a grid aligned to 
magnetic north. An arbitrary elevation of 100 meters above 
datum (mad) was established at a northing 1000 and easting 
1000. Human remains were mapped to document their 
vertical distribution and density.  

Fifty-five human skeletal elements were collected from 
the surface. Upon completion of the inspection, CAR 
archaeologists cleaned the trench floor and carefully cut back 
the trench walls. An examination of the walls located a fourth 
set of remains (Figure 4-4). Test Units, each initially 1-x-1 
m, were laid out adjacent to the trench over each of the four 
human bone concentrations. To recover human remains and 
burial artifacts from the utility trench backdirt, all sediments 
were screened through 1/8-inch hardware cloth (Figure 4-5). 
The utility trench, backdirt piles, and test units were mapped 
with the TDS. 

Seven burials were excavated from the four concentrations 
of human bone exposed in the trench (Table 4-1). Five of 
the seven were in the extended position (Burials 1, 2, 3, 4a, 
and 4b) with four lying supine (Burials 1, 3, 4a, and 4b) 
and one on its right side (Burial 2). One of the five burials 
had a head orientation to the north (Burial 2), three to the 
northwest (Burials 3, 4a, and 4b), and one to the southwest 
(Burial 1). Burials 4c and 6 were too incomplete to determine 
body placement. None of the burials had discernable grave 
shafts or pits. A minimum of four additional individuals 

https://0.46-0.61
https://0.46-0.91
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Figure 4-2. UTSA Geological Sciences Department conducting a magnetometer survey over a portion of the 
prayer garden. 

Figure 4-3. Prayer garden magnetometer results. 
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Figure 4-4. Human skeletal elements recovered from the surface of the prayer garden associated with the 
utility trench. 

Figure 4-5. CAR archaeologists screening backdirt piles. 
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Table 4-1. Burials Recovered from Utility Trench Concentrations 1-4 

Burial Concentration Campo 
Santo? 

Biological 
Affinity 

Sex Age % 
Complete 

Grave 
Goods 

1 2 No Probable 
European 

Probable 
Male Young Adult 50 Yes 

2 3 Yes Probable 
European Unknown Adult 40 Yes 

3 1 No Unknown Probable 
Male Adult 25 No 

4A 4 Yes Unknown Unknown Adult 40 Yes 
4B 4 Yes Unknown Unknown Adult 25 No 

4C 4 Yes Unknown Unknown Newborn -
2/3yrs 40 No 

6 4 Yes Unknown Unknown Adult 5 Yes 

were identified during analysis of the individual elements 
recovered from the backdirt and the elements collected from 
the surface, one from the backdirt adjacent to Burial 2 and 
three from the backdirt adjacent to Burials 4a, 4b, 4c, and 
6 (Table 4-2). An additional 1,737 gm of human bone was 
recovered from the surface surrounding the trench (Table 4-3). 
This consisted of human remains recovered prior to CAR’s 
involvement with the project by the Medical Examiner that 
did not include locational information and surface remains 
recorded by CAR that were not adjacent to any of the four 
concentrations. Because it was not possible to associate these 
elements with any of the identified individuals, they were not 
included in CAR’s MNI calculations. Few personal goods 
or ornamentations were found with the remains (Table 4-4). 
The artifacts that were directly associated with individual 
burials are described and illustrated in the following sections. 
Evidence of the use of coffins (i.e. coffin nails and wood) 
was found with all of the seven excavated burials. All of the 
recovered coffin wood was poorly preserved and friable. Due 
to the state of the wood, any evidence of wood working or 
plank size was unattainable. 

CAR’s Physical Anthropologist conducted an analysis of the 
skeletal remains at the UTSA-CAR laboratory. The elements 

were carefully cleaned using dry brushing or gentle washing 
and wooden skewers. All burial data were entered into an 
Excel spreadsheet as the analysis progressed. The analytical 
methods used in the current study are those recommended 
by Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994) for relatively complete 
skeletons. The analysis involved standard cranial and 
postcranial measurements, the determination of sex, biological 
affinity, probable age of the individual, examinations for bone 
pathologies, and photographic records. For an analysis of 
burial patterns in the Campo Santo and Old Catholic Cemetery 
based on Leal’s (1975, 1976) translations of the San Fernando 
Burial Registry, see Munoz and Mauldin (2020). 

Because adult male and female skeletons vary in both size 
and general shape, accurate estimates of sex should be 
based on multiple factors. These include measurements of 
dimorphic dimensions, such as the maximum diameter of the 
femur head, and observations of morphological features (i.e. 
traits of the skull and pelvis) that are known to differ between 
males and females. The morphology of the Ox Coxae is the 
most reliable indicator of sex in the human skeleton. 

Based on the criteria set forth in Standards (Buikstra 
and Ubelaker 1994), age can be determined from pelvic 

Table 4-2. Individuals Identified from Unarticulated Ossuary Elements 

Burial Concentration Campo 
Santo? 

Biological 
Affinity 

Sex Age % 
Complete 

Grave 
Goods 

5 3 Yes Unknown Unknown Adult 5 No 

7 4 Yes Unknown Unknown 
9 mo +/- 3 
mo to 3 yr 
+/- 12 mo 

5 No 

8 4 Yes Unknown Unknown 7 yr +/- 24 
mo 1 No 

9 4 Yes Unknown Unknown Fetal to 
Neonate 1 No 
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Table 4-3. Elements Recovered as Isolated Surface Finds by CAR or the Medical Examiner 

Recovery Element Side Description Count Weight (gm) 
Medical Examiner Skull Unsided Parietal 1 26.8 

CAR Skull Unsided Fragment 1 4.4 
Medical Examiner Molar, third Unsided Complete 1 1.6 

CAR Premolar Unsided Complete 1 1.1 
Medical Examiner Rib Unsided Head, fragment 1 1.3 

Medical Examiner Humerus Right Lower diaphysis and complete distal 
epiphysis 1 23.7 

Medical Examiner Metacarpal/ 
Metatarsal Unsided Diaphysis only 1 3.6 

Medical Examiner Hand/Foot 
Phalange Unsided 1 complete, 2 incomplete 3 4.1 

Medical Examiner Femur Left Mid to upper diaphysis and lesser 
trochanter 1 115.7 

Medical Examiner Femur Left Mid to upper diaphysis and lesser and 
greater trochanter 1 92 

CAR Femur Left Complete diaphysis, missing both 
epiphyses 1 255.2 

Medical Examiner Femur Right Complete diaphysis, missing both 
epiphyses 1 275.8 

Medical Examiner Femur Right Lower and mid diaphysis 1 150.9 
Medical Examiner Femur Right Lower and mid diaphysis 1 112 
Medical Examiner Femur Right Distal epiphysis, fragmented (~1/2) 1 23.4 
Medical Examiner Femur Right Head only 1 19.5 
Medical Examiner Femur Right Diaphysis, complete 1 240.8 
Medical Examiner Tibia Left Diaphysis, fragment ~16cm long 1 52.3 
Medical Examiner Tibia Right Diaphysis, >75% complete 1 129.1 

CAR Ulna Unsided Diaphysis fragment 1 3.9 
Medical Examiner Talus Left Complete 1 21.6 
Medical Examiner Metatarsal, first Left Complete 1 9.1 

Medical Examiner Unidentified 
Longbone Unsided Fragments 44.8 

CAR Unidentified 
longbone Unsided Fragments 124.7 

morphological changes, the degree of cranial suture 
closure, dentition, and morphology of the long bones and 
joint surfaces. Reliable age-related changes occur in the 
pubic symphysis and the auricular surface of the ilium. 
Another indicator of age-related change is the degree of 
cranial suture closure. Eruption and wear of the teeth are 
also commonly used in aging the human skeleton. Because 
of predictable formation and eruption times for teeth and 
because the dentition is the most regularly recovered 
element in archaeological contexts, dental development is 
the most widely used method for aging subadult remains. 
In addition to eruption, rates and patterns of attrition are a 

function of age. When the rate of wear within a population 
is fairly consistent, the rate can be used to assign dental ages 
to adult specimens (White 2000). 

Postcranial epiphysis fusion is predictable in that an 
epiphysis fuses at a known age but may vary by individual, 
population, and sex (White 2000). Because there is 
substantial interindividual variation in the chronology of 
epiphyseal closure, data with fusion ranges are available 
on various compilational charts for specific elements by 
sex (Baker et al. 2010; Krogman and Iscan 1986; McKern 
and Stewart 1957; Redfield 1970; Suchey et al. 1984; 
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Table 4-4. Personal Artifacts Associated with Utility Trench Burials 
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1 2 2 1 1 1 87.0 
2 5 1 1 
4a 2 5 0.2 

4a, 4b, or 4c 1 
6 1 

4a, 4b, 4c, 6, 
7, 8, or 9 1 1 10 1 45.2 

Isolates 1 1 
Totals 2 2 1 8 4 1 1 17 1 1 0.2 g 132.2 g 

Ubelaker 1989a, b). The presence of osteoarthritis in the 
spine, hip, and knee is inherent as aging progresses. Nearly 
all individuals older than 60 years show osteoarthritic 
features, particularly in the lower thoracic and lumbar spine 
(White 2000). Although not reliable as a lone indicator, 
indications of osteoarthritis are useful as one element of a 
multifactorial age estimate. 

Because “no human skeletal markers that correspond 
perfectly to geographic origin” exist, some amount of 
uncertainty is inherent in geographic ancestral affiliation of 
a skeleton or individual skeletal elements (White 2000:375). 
However, the estimation of biological affinity is necessary 
to the extent possible to address legal concerns, especially 
the NAGPRA laws. Traditional, primary indicators of 
general ancestral affiliation are the morphological traits of 
the dentition (Hillson 1996; White 2000). For example, a 
‘mongoloid dental complex’ (including Native Americans) 
consisting of upper incisor shoveling and specific cusp 
morphology, including protostylids, metaconule, deflecting 
wrinkle, and cusp 6 and 7, has been defined by Hanihara 
(1967, 1969) and Turner II (1987). The ‘mongoloid dental 
complex’ is further divided into two patterns. Sinodonty 
characterizes people from northeast Asia and Native 
Americans, whereas Sundadonty characterizes people of 
southeast Asia, Micronesia, and Polynesia (Turner II 1987, 
1989, 1990). Sinodonts express eight dental variations 
including shoveling and double-shoveling of the upper 
incisors, one-rooted upper first premolars, and various molar 
cusp and root expressions (Turner II 1990). A ‘Caucasoid 
dental complex’ is defined as an absence of shoveling, a 
high incidence of Carabelli’s cusps, along with other 
morphological traits (Hanihara 1969; Mayhall et al. 1982). 

In addition to dental traits, other elements of the human 
skeleton suggest Native American ancestry. The morphology 
of the femora, specifically platymeria or the flatness of the 
subtrochanteric portion of the shaft, suggests Native American 
ancestry. In a study of Northern Plains Indians, Gill (1995) 
demonstrated that this feature effectively discriminates 
Whites from Northern Plains Indians. White (2000) presents 
other traits attributable specifically to Mongoloids, Negroids, 
and Caucasoids. Traits indicating Native American ancestry 
include complex cranial sutures, wide vertical ascending 
rami, and the presence of Wormian bones. 

Metric analysis was only performed on elements with the 
appropriate measurement landmarks intact. Only precision 
implements were employed during the attainment of metric 
traits of the skeletal remains. Skeletal measurements were 
obtained by Mitutoyo® Digimatic Calipers. 

Burial 1 

Three test units were excavated over Bone Concentration 
2. Test Units (TU) 1 and 2 (both 1-x-1 m) were placed on 
the south wall of the utility trench and TU 3 (0.5-x-0.75 m) 
on the north wall. The starting elevations for TUs 1, 2, and 
3 were 99.71, 99.66, and 99.58 mad, respectively. Burial 
1, skull exposed at 99.36 mad in TU 1 and tibia at 99.50 
mad in TU 3, was encountered 35 cmbs (13.8 in. below 
surface (inbs)) on the south side of the trench and 8 cmbs 
(3.2 inbs) on the north side (Figure 4-6). Note that CHoSA 
previously removed approximately 0.46-0.91 m (1.5-3.0 ft.) 
of overburden from the Memorial Garden. The articulated, 
primary burial measured 179 by 33 cm (70.5 by 13.0 in.). The 
bone was in poor condition with most of the elements heavily 

https://0.46-0.91
https://0.5-x-0.75
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Figure 4-6. Burial 1 excavated from Bone Concentration 2. 

fragmented and friable. The location of the remains below 
heavy machinery during this project’s construction and under 
a previous hospital parking lot, as well as the heavy clay 
sediments, likely caused the fragmentation. 

This individual is a young adult, probable male of primarily 
European ancestry. The burial was disturbed by the utility 
trench, resulting in displacement of the left clavicle, 
scapula, ribs, lower thoracic vertebrae, the lumbar vertebrae, 
sacrum, pelvis, left humerus, left and right radii, ulnae, 
carpals, metacarpals, hand phalanges, femora, and the right 
patella. Elements recovered from the adjacent backdirt and 
surface include the right carpals, right and left metacarpals, 
a rib and pelvic fragment, left and right radii and ulnae, 
right femur, unidentifiable longbone fragments (35.0 g), 
and unidentifiable fragments (515.9 g). The remains were 
extended in a supine position with the body lying on a 
northeast-southwest axis. The skull was located to the 
southwest and was facing southeast. Before disturbance, his 
arms were likely folded across the midsection. 

Coffin nails, coffin hardware, and fragments of 
disintegrating wood were recovered from around and 
from within the human remains suggesting a coffin burial. 
Two metal points, two 31-caliber pistol balls, one bone 
button, one shell button, and one cuprous loop-shank 
button were recovered from Burial 1 (Figure 4-7). The 
.31 was a percussion cap and ball revolver first developed 
by Paterson Arms (a subsidiary of Colt Manufacturing) 
of Paterson, New Jersey in 1836. Three models, the Colt 
Pocket or Baby Model Paterson Revolver Number 1 (1836-

1838), the Colt Belt Model Paterson Revolver Number 2 
(1837-1840), and the Colt Belt Model Paterson Revolver 
Number 3 (1838-1840), used the .31-caliber pistol balls 
(Colt Collectors Association, Inc 2021). The revolvers 
were produced for the private market. The points and pistol 
balls suggest a violent death, likely from an encounter with 
Native Americans. One of the metal points was embedded 
in the young man’s ribs. No bone remodeling was evident. 

Burial 1 was located outside of the Campo Santo (see 
Figure 4-6). Based on the assumption that this individual’s 
death took place sometime between 1836 and 1840, i.e. 
within the manufacture dates of the .31 caliber weapon, the 
individual would have been buried outside of the Campo 
Santo eight to twelve years before the establishment of 
the Old Catholic Cemetery. A burial outside of the Campo 
Santo suggests the individual was not of the Catholic 
faith. An article published in 1880 using an 1838 diary 
gives an account of a violent encounter on October 19, 
1838 with Comanche Indians at the Leon Creek crossing 
of the Presidio Road, then some seven miles from town. 
The diary mentions that ten dead Americans and at least 
two dead Mexican Texans were recovered on the 20th 
and buried outside the Campo Santo on the 21st. The 
deaths included Mr. Jones of Bastrop, Captain Cage, Mr. 
Lee, Robert Patton, Mr. O’Boyle, an individual referred 
to only as “the young Doctor from Mississippi,” Judge 
Hood, and Mr. Bailey. The article also mentions the 
name of an American land surveyor, Mr. Cammill, killed 
in August of 1838 (GDN, 22 February 1880:4). Mary 
Maverick’s Memoirs also mention the encounter, but 
she estimates the year at 1839 or 1840. She states that 
nine Americans were buried in a large grave outside of 
the Catholic burying ground near the southwest corner 
and nine Mexicans were buried inside the Campo Santo 
(Maverick 1921:30). One of these men may represent the 
Burial 1 individual, but is is also possible that the weapon 
was used at a date past its manufacture. 

Sex 

Due to the complete fragmentation of the skull and the 
destruction of the pelvis by construction machinery, sex 
determination based on pelvic and skull morphology was 
not possible. The axis (2nd cervical vertebra) was the only 
element recovered with potential for sex estimation. This 
vertebra has been shown to exhibit sexual dimorphism 
(Bethard and Seet 2012; Gama et al. 2015; Marlow and 
Pastor 2011; Wescott 2000). Of the eight measurements with 
the highest discriminate power, two, the maximum width of 
the right superior facet (LMFSD) and the sagittal maximum 
body diameter (DSMC), were complete for measurements. 
The DSMC indicated a male, and the LMFSD fell within 
the male and female range. 
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Figure 4-7. Grave items recovered from Burial 1 including a cuprous loop-shank button (a), a shell button (b), a bone 
button (c), two metal points (d and g), two 31-caliber pistol balls (e), and coffin hardware (f). 

Age 

The age of Burial 1 was estimated from the degree of cranial 
suture closure. Although the skull was fragmented, all 
observable fragments with cranial sutures exhibited open to 
minimal closure. The stage of closure indicates a young adult, 
ranging in age from 20-35 years (Meindl and Lovejoy 1985). 
No other elements of the skeleton were present or complete 
enough to evaluate for age determination. 

Ancestry 

Morphological traits of the dentition of Burial 1 indicate 
probable European ancestry. Shoveled incisors were not 
noted. The upper first premolars from this individual were 
double rooted. The lower right first molar is double rooted. 
The lower left was lost post-mortem. Metaconules were not 
present on the upper molars. The lower molars were too 
worn to assess the presence of protostylids. No other skeletal 
indicators were present or complete for observations of 
ancestral traits. 

Dentition 

Although the mandible and maxilla were crushed and 
fragmented, most of the dentition for Burial 1 was present. 

The dental health of this individual was generally poor. 
Large carious lesions were present on the maxillary right 
second premolar and second molar, the left first premolar 
and second molar, and on the mandibular left second molar. 
Approximately ninety percent of the second mandibular 
molar’s occlusal surface was destroyed by a carious lesion. 
The presence or absence of abscesses could not be assessed 
due to the fragmented condition of the alveolar bone. No 
hypoplastic defects were noted. A small amount of calculus 
was observed on the lingual surfaces of the mandibular 
incisors, canines, and premolars. Of interest, the mandibular 
right second molar had a large wear facet on its buchal side 
and the right maxillary first incisor exhibited heavy wear on its 
lingual surface. The left maxillary first incisor was not worn. 
The wear was likely from habitual use of an unidentified 
implement. It does not fit the typical wear pattern caused by 
pipe smoking (see Hillson 1996:252-253; Ubelaker 1996). 

Pathology 

The frontal and parietal bones of the skull exhibited mild 
porotic hyperostosis suggesting anemia, rickets, chronic 
infection, or other general nutritional deficiencies. These 
conditions can also present as cribia orbitalia, but due to the 
deteriorated condition of the remains, the orbital plates could 
not be inspected (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998; 
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Ortner and Putschar 1985; Roberts and Manchester 1995; 
Walker et al. 2009; White 2000). Two left and one right 
foot phalange exhibited osteoarthritis presenting as distal 
deformations. Hadjouis (2011) concluded that this type 
of bony deformity is a characteristic of psoriatic arthritis. 
Carious lesions were present on five teeth (see previous 
section). Perimortem trauma was evident in the right upper 
abdomen in the form of a metal point embedded in a rib. 
The presence of an additional metal point and two pistol 
balls in association with the remains suggest this individual 
experienced a traumatic death. Due to the fragmented 
condition of the burial, it was not possible to observe most 
of the skeletal elements for pathological indicators. 

Burial 2 

CAR staff removed approximately 12 cm (4.7 in.) of 
overburden before commencing test unit excavations over 
Bone Concentration 3. Test Unit 7 (1-x-1 m), placed on the 
north side of the utility trench, had a starting elevation of 
99.43 mad. The skull of Burial 2 was encountered 19 cmbs 
(7.5 inbs, 99.36 mad) on the north side of the trench. Because 
TU 7 was set up with the TDS on a north-south grid, it was 
expanded to the south (0.3 m (1 ft.) on its west side and 0.5 
m (1.6 ft.) on its east side) to reach the utility trench north 
wall. The unit was further expanded (approximately 0.25-
x-0.5 m) off its east wall fronting the trench to completely 
expose the individual’s abdomen. A longbone was observed 
protruding from the south wall of the trench across from TU 
7. Test Unit 4 (1-x-0.5 m) was excavated off the south wall 
of the trench to expose the lower body of the individual. 
The left lower leg was uncovered 23 cmbs (9.1 inbs, 99.32 
mad) in TU 4 (Figure 4-8). The articulated, primary burial 
measured 163 by 50 cm (64.2 by 20.0 in.). As with Burial 
1, Burial 2 was heavily fragmented and friable. A large rock 
was intruding into the skull and upper abdomen. 

This individual is an adult of indeterminate age and sex, 
and of primarily European ancestry. Due to the disturbed 
and fragmented state of the burial, sex and age could not be 
estimated. The body was semi-flexed and lying on its right 
side on a northeast-southwest axis. The skull was located 
to the northeast and was facing southwest. The arms were 
extended in front of the body to the southwest. The burial was 
disturbed by the utility trench, resulting in the displacement 
of the lumbar vertebrae, sacrum, pelvis, left hand, femora, 
patellae, right leg and foot, and proximal left tibia and fibula. 
The left hand was recovered from the trench floor. Elements 
recovered from the adjacent backdirt and surface include an 
unsided femur diaphysis, unsided fibula diaphysis fragments 
(11 g, 0.39 oz.), unsided tibia diaphysis fragments (7.9 g, 
0.28 oz.), unidentifiable longbone fragments (156.3 g, 5.51 
oz.), unsided metatarsal fragments (9.9 g, 0.35 oz.), the right 
first distal and medial foot phalanges, unsided foot phalange 

fragments (5.6 g, 0.20 oz.), and unidentifiable fragments 
(45.4 g, 1.60 oz.). Fragments of disintegrating wood and 
coffin nails were recovered from around and within the 
human remains suggesting a coffin burial. Five bone buttons, 
one ferrous loop-shank button, and one pin were recovered 
from Burial 2 (Figure 4-9). 

Ancestry 

Morphological traits of the dentition suggest probable 
European ancestry. Shoveled incisors were not noted. The 
left upper first premolar from this individual was single 
rooted. The upper right was not present. The lower left first 
and second molars and the lower right second molar are 
double rooted. The lower molars were too worn to assess the 
presence of protostylids. Metaconules were not present on 
the upper molars. No other skeletal indicators were present 
or complete for observations of ancestral traits. 

Dentition 

Ten teeth, the maxillary right canine, premolars, third and 
fourth molars, maxillary left first molar, mandibular right 
second premolar, first molar, third molar, and the left first 
molar were not present. Due to the crushed and fragmented 
condition of the maxilla and mandible, it was not possible to 
determine if the teeth were lost premortem or postmortem. 
Observation of the recovered teeth suggests moderately 
good dental health. Three carious lesions, all maxillary, 

Figure 4-8. Burial 2 excavated from Bone Concentration 3. 
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Figure 4-9. Grave items recovered from Burial 2 including a bone buttons (a, c, d), a ferrous loop-shank button (b), and a pin (e). 

were present. The right first molar and left first premolar 
each contained a small interproximal surface lesion and 
the left third molar had evidence of cervical caries. Due to 
the fragmented condition of the alveolar bone, abscesses 
could not be assessed. Dental attrition is slight to moderate 
with the most wear on the molars. Calculus deposits, 
observed on the incisors, premolars, and canines, are 
slight. Enamel hypoplasias are present on the mandibular 
canines, central maxillary incisors, and the maxillary left 
canine, suggesting systemic stress, possibly from illness 
or malnutrition, in early childhood (Buikstra and Ubelaker 
1994; Ubelaker 1989b). 

Pathology 

Although the human remains were in poor condition, the 
skeletal elements present were carefully assessed for any 
indications of bone pathology. Pathological bone lesions, 
bone swelling, and arthritic change are absent. No fractures 
were noted. Carious lesions were present on three teeth and 
hypoplastic defects were noted on five (see previous section). 

Burial 3 

Bone Concentration 1, located at the far west end of the 
utility trench, was recorded on the ground surface adjacent 

to the trench’s north wall. Test Unit 5 (1-x-1 m) was placed 
over the exposed bone. Test Unit 6 (1-x-1 m), adjacent 
to the south wall of TU 5, was excavated in the utility 
trench. Due to the shallowness of the trench on this end 
of the project area, the Project Archaeologist expected the 
remains to extend into the floor of the trench. The starting 
elevations for TU 5 and 6 were 99.49 and 99.36 mad, 
respectively. The remains of Burial 3, partially exposed on 
the surface of TU 5, were recovered at 99.50 mad (right 
hand) and 99.48 mad (left femur). No human remains were 
encountered in TU 6 (Figure 4-10). Because the burial was 
truncated by construction activity at the pelvis on its north 
end and the femoral diaphyses on its south end, maximum 
length was not obtainable. The articulated, primary remains 
present measured 50 by 40 cm (20.0 by 15.8 in.). The bone 
was in poor condition with most of the elements heavily 
fragmented and friable. 

This individual is a probable male adult of indeterminate 
age and biological affinity. The lower portion of the 
individual was disturbed by the utility trench, resulting 
in displacement of the right femur diaphysis and distal 
epiphysis, right patella, and both lower legs and feet. The 
upper portion was disturbed by previous construction, 
evident from intrusive yellow clay fill. This caused 
displacement of the ilium, proximal sacrum, vertebra, 
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Figure 4-10. Burial 3 excavated from Bone Concentration 1. 

ribs, clavicles, scapulae, the diaphyses and proximal 
epiphyses of both ulnae and radii, both humeri, and skull. 
An exploratory test pit was excavated to 40 cmbs (15.8 
inbs) into the yellow fill. No human remains were observed. 

Elements recovered from the adjacent backdirt and surface 
include the left and right fibulae, tibial fragments (75.3 
g, 2.7 oz.), and both feet. The remains were extended in 
a supine position with the body lying on a northwest-
southeast axis. The skull would have been at the northwest 
end. Coffin wood and nails were recovered from around and 
from within the human remains indicating a coffin burial 
(Figures 4-11, 4-12). In comparison with coffin remnants 
from the other exhumed burials in the Memorial Garden, 
coffin wood recovered from Burial 3 was in a better state 
of preservation. The burial’s location outside of the Campo 
Santo points to a post 1848 interment and likely accounts 
for the condition of the wood. No personal items were 
recovered with the burial. 

Sex 

Sex determination based on pelvic and skull morphology 
was not possible. Because postcranial elements exhibit 
sexual dimorphism, the right femur maximum head 
diameter (45.13 mm, 1.78 in.) and midshaft circumference 
(91 mm, 3.6 in.) were used to estimate sex. The diameter 
falls in the probable male range (Cavazzuti et al. 2019; 
Milner and Boldsen 2012; Purkait 2003). The midshaft 
circumference indicates a male burial (Black 1978; 
Gaballah et al. 2014; Jerkovic et al. 2016; MennattAllah 
et al. 2020). 

Figure 4-11. Coffin nails associated with Burial 3. 
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Figure 4-12. Coffin wood associated with Burial 3. 

Pathology 

Although the human remains were in poor condition, the 
skeletal elements present were carefully assessed for any 
indications of bone pathology. Pathological bone lesions, 
bone swelling, and arthritic change were absent. No 
fractures were noted. 

Burials 4a, 4b, and 4c 

CAR archaeologists removed approximately 31 cm (12.2 in.) 
of overburden from Bone Concentration 4 prior to setting up 

Test Unit 8 (1-x-1 m). A large concrete slab, approximately 15 
cm (5.9 in.) thick, covering the northern portion of the unit, 
was exposed 25 cmbs (9.8 inbs, 99.65 mad). The southern 
portion of the test unit’s starting elevation was 99.59 mad. The 
northern portion was not excavated. The unit was expanded 
to the south (0.1 m (3.9 in.) on its west side and 0.2 m (7.9 
in.) on its east side) to reach the utility trench north wall. 
A human pelvis, vertebrae, and a left femur were exposed 
at 56 cmbs (22 inbs, 99.34 mad), a right femur at 50 cmbs 
(19.7 inbs, 99.40 mad), and an infant skull at 49 cmbs (19.3 
inbs, 99.41 mad). CAR’s Physical Anthropologist determined 
that the bones were the remains of three individuals discussed 
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below as Burials 4a, 4b, and 4c (Figure 4-13). Coffin nails 
and fragments of disintegrating wood were recovered from 
TU 8 and the adjacent backdirt piles suggesting coffin burials. 
Twelve buttons were collected from the backdirt (Figure 
4-14) and a cuprous bullet fragment was removed from TU 8 
screened sediments. 

Burial 4a, an articulated, primary burial, is an adult of 
indeterminate age, sex, and biological affinity. The bone 
was in poor condition with most of the elements heavily 
fragmented and friable. A large portion of the pelvis and 
vertebrae had disintegrated into bone dust. The remains 
were extended in a supine position with the body lying on 
a northwest-southeast axis. The skull was positioned to the 
northwest. Before disturbance, the arms were likely folded 
across the midsection. The individual’s skull was assumed 
to be under the concrete slab. After removal of all the human 
remains from TU 8, the slab was mechanically removed 
with a backhoe. No human remains were observed. They 
were likely disturbed when the slab was constructed or 
disintegrated under its weight. 

Burial 4a was disturbed by the utility trench resulting in 
the displacement of the legs and feet. Elements recovered 
from the adjacent backdirt and surface include right and 
left femora, tibiae, and fibulae, tarsals, metatarsals, and 
phalanges. These elements are likely associated with Burial 
4a, but it is possible they may represent other burials 

Figure 4-13. Burials 4a, 4b, and 4c excavated from Bone 
Concentration 4. 

disturbed in the utility trench. The large amount of backdirt 
adjacent to Bone Concentration 4, the presence of multiple 
burials within TU 8, and the location in the Campo Santo 
suggest a high concentration of burials in the area. Two shell 
buttons, five cuprous loop-shank buttons, and fiber (0.24 g, 
0.01 oz.) attached to a button were recovered from Burial 4a 
(Figure 4-15). 

Burial 4b is an adult of indeterminate sex, age, and biological 
affinity. The articulated, primary burial was disturbed by the 
concrete slab and the utility trench. Heavily fragmented left 
and right femora and a left patella were the only remaining 
elements in situ. The right femur was lying over Burial 4a’s 
right abdomen, right humerus, left lower arms, and left hand. 
The individual’s lower legs and feet are assumed to have been 
under the concrete slab. Elements recovered from the trench 
floor and adjacent trench backdirt include pelvis, vertebrae, 
rib, scapula, ulna and skull fragments, left and right clavicles, 
humeri, radii, carpals, metacarpals, and teeth. As mentioned 
for Burial 4a, the recovered elements could represent other 
disturbed burials. The remains were extended in a supine 
position with the body lying on a northwest-southeast axis. 
The skull would have been positioned to the southeast. No 
grave goods were recovered from Burial 4b. 

Burial 4c, a young child (newborn to 2 to 3 years of age) 
of indeterminate sex and biological affinity, was exposed 
in the western portion of TU 8. The remains consisted of a 
complete but highly fragmented skull, a longbone epiphysis, 
three metacarpals/metatarsals, one hand/foot phalanx, rib 
and vertebrae fragments, and 18.5 g (0.65 oz.) of unidentified 
bone fragments. The age of this individual was based on a 
comparison of the size of skull fragments and metacarpals/ 
metatarsals to a template in Baker et al. (2010). The skull’s 
location against the utility trench wall suggests that the body 
was positioned on a northwest-southeast axis. No grave 
goods were recovered with the burial. 

Pathology 

The skeletal elements recovered from Burials 4a, 4b, and 4c 
were either fragmented or represented by bone dust in the 
test unit. All recovered bones were carefully assessed for any 
indications of bone pathology. Pathological bone lesions, 
bone swelling, and arthritic change were absent. No fractures 
were noted. Due to the fragmented condition of the burial, it 
was not possible to observe most of the skeletal elements for 
pathological indicators. 

Burial 6 

A test pit was excavated over a stain immediately adjacent to 
the north side of the utility trench to determine if it was the 
location of a burial. The stain was located 5.2 m (17.1 ft.) 
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Figure 4-14. Grave items recovered from the backdirt pile adjacent to Bone Concentration 4 including 10 cuprous 
loop-shank buttons (a, b), one bone button (c), and one shell button (d). 

Figure 4-15. Grave items recovered from Burial 4a including two shell buttons (c, d) and five cuprous loop-shank buttons 
(a, b). One button contained a remnant of fabric (b). 
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east of TU 8 at 99.41 mad (Figure 4-16). Upon excavation, 
it was quickly apparent that the stain consisted of bone dust 
with some fragmented human bone. A burial shaft or pit 
was not evident. Elements recovered from Burial 6 included 
skull fragments (2.3 g), unidentified fragments (40.9 g), a 
small rib fragment, unsided diaphyses fragments of a tibia, 
a radius, and a phalanx. Based on the condition of the other 
burials in Bone Concentration 4, it is probable that the bone 
dust represented pelvis, vertebra, sacrum, or scapula. It is 
also assumed that most of Burial 6 was disturbed during 
the excavation of the utility trench and was part of the 
bone screened from the adjacent backdirt piles. It was not 
possible to determine if the burial was articulated or how it 
was aligned. Based on the recovered bone, and assuming it 
represented one individual, the remains represented an adult 
of indeterminate age, sex, and biological affinity. One bone 
button was recovered (Figure 4-17). 

Disassociated Human Remains 

Twenty-seven skeletal elements, disassociated from Burials 
2, 4a, 4b, and 4c, were recovered from backdirt adjacent to 

Bone Concentrations 3 and 4 (see Table 4-2). The elements 
represent a minimum of four individuals, including an 
adult, a nine month (+/- 3 months) to three year old (+/-
12 months), a seven year old (+/- 24 months), and an 
infant (fetal to neonate). Elements attributed to the adult 
consisted of an almost complete mandible with two molars. 
Skull fragments, four incisors, two unerupted incisors, 
two unerupted canines, three molars, and five unerupted 
molars represented the nine month to three year old. Bones 
attributed to the seven year old included an incomplete 
left mandible with an unerupted premolar, a hand/foot 
epiphysis, and rib fragments. The infant was represented by 
an atlas, two hand/foot phalanges, and two vertebrae. 

Phase 2 

Upon completion of the utility trench burial exhumations, 
CAR’s Principal Investigator and Project Archaeologist 
decided that prior to starting the complete excavation of 
the Memorial Garden to exhume all the human remains, as 
per the request of the 408th court, a series of exploratory 

Figure 4-16. Location of Burial 6. 
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Figure 4-17. Grave item recovered from Burial 6. 
trenches should be excavated. The results of the trenches 
in concert with the results of the soil magnetometer survey 
would then be used to plan an excavation approach. Soil 

magnetometry results indicated 16 anomalies. Because the 
project area has a history of disturbance, including parking 
lot construction, signage, building construction, and utility 
placement, it was unclear if the anomalies were burials or 
utilities. To supplement the results, 11 exploratory trenches 
were systematically placed along the eastern two-thirds of 
the Memorial Garden (0.18 acres). A mini-excavator with 
a 0.3 m (1 ft.) wide smooth bucket scraped approximately 
7 cm (2.8 in) of sediment at a time under the supervision 
of a CAR archaeological monitor (Figure 4-18). Upon any 
indication of remains, the monitor halted the excavator 
and flagged the potential burial for identification by CAR’s 
Physical Anthropologist. After identification, the remains 
were covered with a layer of sand. 

Within the 11 exploratory trenches, 148 locations with 
human remains were flagged (Figures 4-19 and 4-20). A basic 
identification of each exposed element was obtained (Table 
4-5). No further excavation or exploration of the remains 
was undertaken. Although CAR did not proceed with further 
excavation, numerous elements were noted to be articulated. 

Figure 4-18. CAR archaeologist monitoring exploratory trench excavations. Flags are marking human remains (photo is facing 
west). 
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Figure 4-19. Locations of human remains exposed in exploratory trenches (facing west). 

Figure 4-20. Human skeletal elements exposed in exploratory trenches color coded by elevation range. 
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Table 4-5. Number of Burial Element Locations by Exploratory Trench 

Element 
Exploratory Trench No. 

Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Coffin wood 1 1 2 
Hand 1 1 
Hand/foot - metacarpals/metatarsals 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Hand/foot - phalanges 1 2 1 4 
Longbone - arm 1 1 
Longbone - arm - humerus 1 1 
Longbone - leg - femur 2 1 1 4 
Longbone - leg - tibia 1 1 2 
Longbone - leg - tibia, fibula, and foot 1 1 1 3 
Longbone 4 11 9 9 8 7 1 6 3 8 3 69 
Longbone w/ evidence of coffin 2 1 1 1 1 6 
Pelvis 1 1 1 1 4 
Rib 1 1 1 1 3 7 
Skull 2 2 1 8 1 3 3 6 1 5 32 
Skull w/ evidence of coffin 1 1 2 
Tooth 1 1 
Vertebra 1 1 2 4 
Total 14 14 13 18 19 11 8 14 14 11 12 148 

The elements ranged in elevation from 98.57 to 99.81 mad 
with 5% buried the deepest (98.57-98.85 mad), 29% between 
98.86 and 99.14 mad, 56% between 99.16 and 99.45 mad, and 
10% buried the shallowest (99.46-99.81 mad). This translates 
to a 1.24 m (4.1 ft.) spread between the shallowest and deepest 
buried element. In relation to the starting construction ground 
surface, the elements ranged in depth from 1 to 69 cmbs (0.4-
27.2 inbs) with 11% buried the deepest (52-69 cmbs (20.5-27.2 
inbs)), 28% between 35 and 48 cmbs (13.8-18.9 inbs), 33% 
between 18 and 34 cmbs (7.1-13.4 inbs), and 28% buried the 
shallowest (1-17 cmbs (0.4-6.7 inbs)). 

No discernable grave shafts or pits were observed. Archival 
sources mention that the Campo Santo was within a walled 
enclosure (McKenzie et al. 2020:21.) No evidence of a wall 
was noted during exploratory trenching. It is possible that 
any remaining wall footings were removed prior to CAR’s 
involvement with the project. 

Figure 4-21 shows two histograms of the elements’ elevations 
(mad). The top graph shows elements within the Campo Santo 
and the bottom graph elements outside the Campo Santo. The 
mean element elevation is 99.21 mad for both histograms. The 
burials within the Campo Santo have a wider elevation range 
(98.57-99.81 mad) relative to those outside (98.82-99.53 
mad). The histograms suggest that the Campo Santo burials 
may have been interred in multiple layers, i.e. vertically 
stacked. The excavation of Burials 4a and 4b discussed 

previously, the large number of burials in the Campo Santo 
(over 1,800 per the San Fernando Burial Registry (Leal 1975, 
1976)), an 1842 personal account of the crowded condition of 
the Campo Santo (Hendricks 1919; McKenzie et al. 2020:21), 
and archaeological investigations of burials at other Spanish 
Colonial burial sites in the region (including Missions San 
Antonio de Valero, San Jose, Concepción, San Juan, and 
Refugio) support this supposition. The elements recorded 
in the two southernmost Campo Santo exploratory trenches 
with the deepest elevation ranges (98.6-98.8 mad and 98.9-
99.1 mad, see Figure 4-18) were uncovered immediately 
under the construction ground surface. It is possible burials 
above these elements were previously removed. Because 
CAR archaeologists stopped exploration upon uncovering 
a skeletal element in our trenches, the potential for layered 
burials was not investigated. 

To estimate the number of individuals buried in the 
explored portion of the Memorial Garden, CAR’s Physical 
Anthropologist reviewed the plotted locations and 
identifications of the skeletal elements. A review of the 
elements’ spatial relationships suggests that a minimum of 
83 individuals were exposed in the 11 exploratory trenches. 
The large number of interments in the Campo Santo and 
Old Catholic Cemetery, and the three burials intruding into 
each other in TU 8 suggest that the numbers are likely much 
higher. Based on the large number of burials and the wishes 
of various descendent groups, CHRISTUS Health made the 

https://98.82-99.53
https://98.57-99.81
https://99.46-99.81
https://98.57-98.85
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Figure 4-21. Elevations (mad) of exploratory trench skeletal elements. Note that the frequency scales are 
different. 
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decision to not exhume the remains and to retain the cemetery 
dedication for the property. The garden was redesigned and 
renamed the Memorial Garden in order to avoid impacting 
burials. On September 6, 2017, the 11 individuals from the 
utility trench were reburied in their original locations. The 
additional burials from the exploratory trenches were left in 
place and covered with a layer of sand and backdirt. 

Phase 3 

The final phase of the project involved monitoring of all 
subsurface construction activities on the CHoSA property 
including pier drilling, mechanical and hand-excavated 
trenches for electrical lines and connectors, drainage and 
irrigation, utility placement and renovation, basement 
waterproofing, boiler room lateral pipe repair, terrace 
footers, wall replacement, bench and marker foundations, 
and excavations for bush and tree plantings. During this 
phase, CAR staff hand-excavated seven shovel tests in 
advance of pier drilling, hand-excavated a footer trench for 
the installation of a coffee/observation terrace, and hand-
excavated sediments along the Houston Street property 
boundary in advance of butter-stick wall placement. To avoid 
below-surface impacts to the Campo Santo and Old Catholic 

Cemetery, butter-sticks were used in lieu of new wall 
construction. Archaeological monitoring began on October 
21, 2017 and concluded September 30, 2020. Three days 
of trench excavations, one in May 2018 for a broken water 
main and two in August 2020 for a broken sewer line, took 
place 65.7 m (215.6 ft.) north of the Old Catholic Cemetery 
northern boundary. Because neither were associated with the 
cemetery, they are not discussed in this report. Excavations 
were conducted by multiple contractors and subcontractors 
for the Children’s Hospital, including but not limited to 
Alpha Insulation & Waterproofing, Bartlett Cocke General 
Contractors, Big State Electric Ltd, KMAC Construction 
Services, Inc., Linbeck Group, LLC, Maldonado Nursery & 
Landscaping, Inc., Texas Cutting and Coring/Texas Curb Cut, 
and Urban Concrete Contractors Ltd. Monitoring results are 
presented below by general location on the hospital property, 
including the Memorial Garden, the Tower, the Play Lawn 
and Prayer Garden, and the Boiler Room. 

Memorial Garden 

On October 21, 2017, CAR staff excavated seven shovel tests 
on the locations of proposed piers for the construction of a 
coffee /observation terrace along the hospital’s south wall 
overlooking the Memorial Garden (Figure 4-22). No human 

Figure 4-22. Shovel test excavations in advance of pier drilling. 
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remains or grave items were evident. The shovel tests, 40 cm 
(15.7 in.) in diameter to exceed the width of the pier footprint, 
were excavated to 70 cmbs (27.6 inbs). The ground surface 
elevation along the hospital wall was 99.21 mad near STs 1 
and 2 and 99.31 mad near ST 3, translating into shovel test 
termination elevations of approximately 98.51 mad (STs 1 
and 2) and 98.61 mad (ST 3). The skeletal element with the 
lowest elevation within a 20 m radius of ST 1 was 98.82 mad 
located 19.3 m to the east of ST 1. The elements in this radius, 
ranging from 98.82-99.94 mad with an average elevation 
of 99.26 mad, were well within the shovel test excavation 
depths. Shovel Tests 4 through 7 were not within the locations 
of CAR’s exploratory excavations, but the elevation data 
from the exploratory trenches (see Figure 4-21) suggests that 
burial elevations were trending higher moving east to west. 
Upon completion of shovel testing, CAR staff monitored the 
pier drilling (approximately 9.4 mbs (31 ftbs)). No evidence 
of burials was noted in the core sediments (Figure 4-23). 

On December 11, 2017, CAR was contacted by the CHoSA 
to monitor trenching for electrical work along the south wall 
of the building on the far west side of the Memorial Garden. 
Three trenches, each approximately 30.5 cm (1.0 ft.) wide by 
71.1 cm (2.3 ft.) deep, were machine excavated into previously 
disturbed soils. No burials were evident. While monitoring 
the trenches, CAR staff discovered a previously excavated 

Figure 4-23. Core drilling on the location of Shovel Test 4. 

trench in the area of the pier drillings. Because CAR was not 
informed of the excavation, the trench, approximately 33.5 m 
(109.9 ft.) long, 2.4 to 4.5 m (7.9-14.8 ft.) wide, and 0.7 m (2.3 
ft.) deep, was not monitored (Figure 4-24). An inspection of 
the trench walls and floor revealed human remains. No grave 
shafts or pits were noted. When CAR archaeologists returned 
the next morning, the trench backdirt piles had been spread 
out across the property as additional fill. CAR crew walked 
the property, but did not note any human remains on the 
surface. Over nine days in December and January 2018, CAR 
crew cleaned the trench walls and floor and screened all the 
associated sediment (Figure 4-25). Human remains removed 
from the walls and floor of the unmonitored trench consisted 
of a fibula diaphysis fragment, a tibia epiphysis fragment, 
two hand/foot phalanges, unidentified longbone fragments 
(3.5 g, 0.12 oz.), and unidentified bone (6.5 g, 0.23 oz.). 
The elements removed from the walls were from multiple 
elevations and locations. One cuprous button (Figure 4-26), 
seven nails, and probable coffin wood (4.5 g, 0.16 oz.) were 
also recovered. The wood fragments were poorly preserved. 

An area of sediment in the eastern portion of the trench, 
approximately 2.6 m long by 0.4 m wide by 0.7 m deep (8.5 by 
1.3 by 2.3 ft.), was not excavated. CAR hand-excavated these 
sediments in advance of further coffee /observation terrace 
construction. The sediments contained the partial remains 
of two individuals, both lying on a northeast-southwest 
axis approximately 49 cmbs (19.3 inbs, 99.14 mad). The 
only in-situ elements remaining for the first individual was 
a left proximal tibia diaphysis and epiphysis, a left patella, 
a left distal femur and epiphysis, and a left proximal femur 
diaphysis. The elements were articulated. The skull would 
have been to the southwest (Figure 4-27). No discernable 
grave pit or shaft was observed. The lower legs and feet 
were disturbed by an earlier hospital pier, the left femur mid 
diaphysis, the right femur, and all the elements from the pelvis 
to the skull were removed during the unmonitored trenching. 

The only elements in place for the second individual were 
the distal diaphyses and epiphyses of the left fibula and tibia, 
a left talus, a left calcaneus, four tarsals, and a phalanx. 
The rest of the body was removed during the utility trench 
excavation and the earlier pier installation. The skull would 
have been to the northeast. Skeletal elements recovered 
that could be associated with either individual included left 
femur fragments, unsided fibula and tibia fragments, skull 
fragments, unidentified longbone fragments, and unidentified 
fragments. One copper and five ferrous tacks were recovered 
from the burial matrix (Figure 4-28). Nails were associated 
with both individuals suggesting coffin burials. All recovered 
bones were carefully assessed for any indications of bone 
pathology. No fractures were noted. Pathological bone 
lesions, bone swelling, and arthritic change were absent. Due 
to the fragmented condition of the burial, it was not possible 

https://98.82-99.94
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Figure 4-24. Location of excavations adjacent to the coffee/observation terrace. 

Figure 4-25. CAR archaeologist cleaning the trench walls and floor. 
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Figure 4-26. Button recovered from the trench. 
to observe most of the skeletal elements for pathological 
indicators or to determine sex, age, or ancestry from the 
recovered elements. 

CAR archaeologists continued monitoring the construction 
of the coffee/observation terrace until all excavations were 
complete on January 25, 2018. From March 20-21, 2019, 
additional monitoring of the terrace was conducted. A trench 
was machine excavated along the base of the structure for 
waterproofing. The trench, ranging from 1.5 m (4.9 ft.) deep 
on the east side to 0.9 m (3 ft.) on the west side, with one 
exception, remained within the footprint of the previous 
terrace construction. Its far east corner extended into 
undisturbed sediments. No human remains were observed. 

In May 2019, CAR archaeologists hand-excavated a trench, 
9.2 m (30.2 ft.) long by 1 m (3.3 ft.) wide by 35-45 cm 
(13.8-17.7 in.) deep, along the CHoSA property line fronting 
Houston Street. The trench was on the far eastern side of 
the property in the Campo Santo. The sediments needed to 
be removed prior to temporary fence replacement. The new 
fence section was anchored to the sidewalk to avoid impact to 
the cemetery. Except for the western edge of the trench, which 
consisted of clay, the sediments were construction fill. The 

Figure 4-27. Burials removed from coffee /observation terrace trench. 
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Figure 4-28. Grave items associated with coffee/observation terrace burials including five ferrous tacks (a) and one cuprous tack 
(b). 

clay was heavily disturbed with rebar, tarp fragments, and 
other construction debris. CAR monitored the removal of a 
0.9 m (3.0 ft.) section of a retaining wall in this area in June 
2020. The wall footer extended to approximately 27.9 cmbs. 
The remaining 1.6 m (5.1 ft.) section was removed in August 
2020. The wall removals caused minimal disturbance to the 
underlying sediments (Figure 4-29). No human remains 
were noted during the hand trenching or wall removal. 

Over six days in June and July 2020, CAR staff monitored 
the hand excavation of a series of irrigation trenches, 
15.2 cm wide by 15.2 cm (6.0 in.) deep, and electrical 
trenches, 61.0 cm (24 in.) wide and 45.7 cm (18 in.) deep 
in the Memorial Garden. The trenches were all within 
construction fill, brought in to avoid impacts to burials, that 
was laid over the area’s sediments. To connect to the water 
meter in the sidewalk along Houston Street an end section 
of one irrigation trench, approximately 0.3-x-0.6 m (1-x-2 
ft.), was hand excavated to 1.5 mbs (4.9 ft.). No human 
remains were encountered. Completion of the irrigation 
system on August 26, 2020 involved the monitoring of 
three hand-excavated trenches along the property wall 
fronting Houston Street for the installation of rainwater 
drain pipes (Figure 4-30). The trenches, approximately 50 
by 50 cm (19.7 in.), varied in depth. The trench located in 
the Campo Santo terminated at 45 cmbs (17.7 inbs), which 
extended below the imported fill. An isolated human adult 
temporal fragment (6.9 g, 0.24 oz.) was recovered in the 

backdirt. The skull fragments was in good condition. All 
of the associated sediment was screened and the trench 
walls were carefully cut back and explored. No evidence 
of a grave shaft was noted. No other bone or grave items 
were observed. The two remaining drain pipe excavations 
did not extend below construction fill. 

The final excavations in the Memorial Garden consisted of 
the monitoring of ground preparation for the installation 
of butter sticks in three locations along the property wall 
fronting Houston Street in August 2020 (Figure 4-30). Each 
trench was approximately 0.9 m (3.0 ft.) wide and 15.2 cm 
(6.0 in.) deep and, moving from east to west along Houston 
Street, 10.9 m (35.8 ft.), 4.2 m (13.8 ft.), and 9.6 m (31.5 ft.) 
long. All excavated sediments consisted of construction fill. 
No human remains were observed. 

Tower 

On June 27, 2019, a CAR archaeologist monitored grading 
for the construction of a 1.5 m (5 ft.) wide asphalt walkway 
leading from a handicap ramp under the tower to an existing 
exit gate on Houston Street. Most of the grading, with the 
exception of the area near the street entrance, excavated to 
0.6 mbs (2 ft.), was shallow and all of it was into imported 
fill (Figure 4-31). On May 8, 2020 the removal of the 
asphalt walkway under the tower was monitored. No human 
remains were observed on either day. 
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Figure 4-29. Location of hand-excavated trench and removed retaining wall. 

Figure 4-30. Location of irrigation trenches, water meter connection, drain pipes, and butter stick 
excavations. 
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Over 18 days in June and July 2020, CAR staff monitored 
hand-excavated trenching under the tower for the placement 
of a drainage pipe related to the irrigation system and its tie-
in to an existing drainage. The trench, approximately 21.5 m 
long by 0.6 m wide by 1.5 m deep (70.5 by 2.0 by 5.0 ft.), 
ran east to west to a tie-in located west of the tower near 
the property line fronting Houston Street (Figure 4-32). No 
human remains were observed in the trench. 

To determine the placement of the drainage pipe and to 
connect it to a north-south existing drainage located just west 
of the tower, four trenches were hand-excavated to locate the 
existing pipe. No human remains were observed in the first 
two trenches, each approximately 0.6 m wide by 0.6 m long, 
by 1.5 m deep (2.0 by 2.0 by 5.0 ft.). Both were located under 
the tower, one on the east side and one on the west. Human 
remains were exposed 57 cmbs (22.4 inbs, 99.81 mad) in the 
third trench that was located just west of the tower. CAR’s 
Physical Anthropologist inspected the trench and confirmed it 

contained a human burial within the remnants of a hexagonal 
coffin. A fragmented coffin lid was present and collapsed onto 
the remains. The exposed friable wood was fragmented into 
small pieces. The coffin was oriented on an east-west axis 
and was approximately 30 cm (11.8 in.) in width at its widest 
point (Figure 4-33). It ran the entire length of the 1-x-1 m (3.3 
by 3.3 ft.) trench with one end continuing into the trench’s 
west wall and one end into the south and east walls. The 
narrow width of the coffin suggests a child burial. There was 
no evidence of a grave shaft or pit. The burial was mapped 
with a Total Data Station, but was not further excavated 
or explored. The backdirt associated with the trench was 
screened for human remains and grave items. The hospital, 
the Medical Examiner’s office, and the COSA OHP were 
notified of the burial. The unexcavated burial, and a small 
button and bone fragments recovered from the backdirt, were 
covered with linen, geocloth, sand, and backdirt. The fourth 
trench, excavated approximately 1 m (3.3 ft.) to the north of 
the burial and measuring 3.7 m long by 0.6 m wide by 1.5 m 

Figure 4-31. Location of walkway excavation. 
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Figure 4-32. Location of utility trenches and coffin burial. 
deep (12 by 2 by 5 ft.), exposed the drainage needed for tie-in. 
The sediments were heavily disturbed with construction debris 
and fill. Three isolated human bone fragments (3.8 g, 0.13 oz.) 
were recovered from the trench (Figure 4-32). 

Figure 4-33. Illustration of coffin in plan view. 

After an inspection of the burial in the third trench, the COSA 
City Archaeologist requested additional excavations to the 
10.1 m (33.0 ft.) long drainage pipe under the tower and the 
3.7 m (12 ft.) long fourth trench of 0.3 m (1 ft.) to a termination 
of 1.8 m (6 ft.). The rationale for the additional work was to 
ensure no burials were under the newly installed drainage 
pipes in compliance with the Texas Health and Safety Code 
§711.010. Per OSHA regulations, trenches deeper than 1.5 
m (5 ft.) must be shored or stepped. Steps, 0.6 m (2 ft.) wide 
and 0.6 m (2 ft.) deep, were excavated along both walls of 
both trenches prior to excavation completion. A small Bobcat 
removed the layer of construction fill. Sediments below fill 
were removed by hand. No human remains, grave items, or 
burial shafts were observed in the steps or in the additional 
0.3 m (1 ft.) of sediments. 

The final excavations under the tower consisted of a series 
of post-holes to locate existing electric lines and hand-
excavated trenches for electrical conduit. The excavations, 
terminating at 45.6 cmbs (18 inbs), were all in construction 
fill above original sediments. Human remains or grave 
items were not noted. 

Play Lawn and Prayer Garden 

On December 21, 2017, a CAR archaeologist monitored 
the machine-excavation of a trench to waterproof a portion 
of the hospital’s foundation (Figure 4-34). The trench, 
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approximately 13.0 m long by 1.2 m wide by 0.9 m deep (45.7 
by 4.0 by 3.0 ft.), was excavated into previously disturbed 
soils. No human remains were exposed. The trench was re-
excavated over four days in March and April 2018. From 
March 25-27, 2019, CAR staff monitored three machine-
excavated trenches for the installation of roof drains. The 
first trench, located at the far northern end of the play lawn 
was approximately 13.0 m long by 0.6 m wide by 0.6 m deep 
(45.7 by 2.0 by 2.0 ft.), the second trench was 7.0 m long by 
2.0 m wide by 1.0 m deep (13.1 by 6.6 by 3.3 ft.), and the 
third trench was 3.5 m long by 0.6 m wide by 0.6 m deep 

(11.5 by 2.0 by 2.0 ft.; Figure 4-34). The trenches each ran 
from the hospital building to an existing storm drain west of 
the building. All three showed evidence of disturbance near 
the building with undisturbed sediments occurring from 0.3 
to 0.5 mbs (1.0 to 1.5 ftbs) as the excavations moved west 
away from the building. No human remains or grave items 
were encountered. 

On March 24, 2020, a CAR archaeologist monitored the 
removal of palm trees and bushes along the Houston Street 
property line on the southwest corner of the hospital property 

Figure 4-34. Location of monitored excavations in the Play Lawn and Prayer Garden. 
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(Figure 4-34). No evidence of burials was noted. Over 
three days in June and July 2020, excavations of machine-
excavated trenches for electrical conduits were monitored 
by CAR staff. The trenches, approximately 0.6 m wide by 
0.5 m deep (2 by 1.5 ft.), were all excavated into construction 
fill (Figure 4-34). 

The COSA City Archaeologist contacted CAR on August 31, 
2020 after noting two open trenches. Bone was scattered on the 
surface near the first trench. Because CAR was not informed of 
the excavation, the trenches were not monitored. The bone was 
all identified as faunal. CAR staff explored the trench walls 
and screened the trench backdirt. No human remains or grave 
goods were recovered. The first trench, 3.28 m long by 1.3 m 
wide by 0.8 m deep (10.8 by 4.3 by 2.7 ft.), was at the far 
northern end of the play lawn in an area previously monitored 
by CAR. The second trench, 1.8 m long by 1.1 m wide by 0.5 
m deep (5.8 by 3.6 by 1.6 ft.), was excavated parallel to the 
west wall of the hospital about 30 m (98.4 ft.) north of the 
Houston Street property line (see Figure 4-34). 

The final excavations in the Play Lawn/Prayer Garden 
portion of the hospital grounds were for the installation 
of irrigation lines, glass panel and bench foundations, and 
tree and bush plantings. CAR monitored this work over 14 
days in September 2020. The trenches were all excavated 
into construction fill. A schematic of the locations of the 
irrigation lines, bench and glass panel and plantings is 
included in Figure 4-34. 

Boiler Room 

Over five days in October 2019, a CAR archaeologist monitored 
trenching into the Boiler Room floor associated with the 
replacement of leaking drain pipes (Figure 4-35). The Boiler 
Room is located on the western edge of the hospital property 
along San Saba Street. The boiler system was constructed to 
allow boiler overflow to drain through pipes in the room’s floor 
into the city sewer. Hard water deposits eventually clogged the 
pipes causing flooding. The floor surface is approximately 1.6 
m (5.3 ft) below current ground surface. Excavations were 
completed with hand-held automatic shovels into previously 
dug trenches. Exposed sediments consisted of gravel fill, over 
flowable fill, over tarry gley, over a pea gravel base. Because 
each trench was flooded and the floors and walls of the trenches 
could not be inspected, each wheelbarrow of removed sediment 
was examined by CAR’s monitor. No undisturbed sediments, 
human remains, or grave items, or grave shafts were noted. 

Summary 

This chapter attempted to summarize close to four years of 
archaeological fieldwork on the portion of the Children’s 

Hospital property that was previously used as the Old Campo 
Santo of San Fernando and the Old Catholic Cemetery. The 
fieldwork took place in three phases. The first phase consisted 
of the mitigation of the disturbance of human burials caused 
by the machine-excavation of a utility trench across the 
Memorial Garden. CAR archaeologists systematically 
investigated and hand-excavated the locations along the 
trench with evidence of human remains. A minimum of 11 
individuals were recovered during Phase 1. On September 6, 
2017, the 11 individuals from the utility trench were reburied 
in their original locations. 

The second phase of the project involved exploratory trenching 
across the eastern portion of the Memorial Garden to help 
guide CAR’s planned removal of all the remaining burials 
on the hospital property. CAR’s Physical Anthropologist 
determined that a minimum of 83 individuals remained 
in this portion of the Memorial Garden. Due to the large 
number of burials and discussions with descendant groups, 
CHRISTUS Health decided not to exhume the individuals 
remaining on the property. The plans for the hospital grounds 
were redesigned to avoid impacts to burials. 

The last phase of CAR’s fieldwork consisted of monitoring, 
supplemented with hand-excavations as needed, of all 

Figure 4-35. An example of trenching to repair pipes in the 
Boiler Room. 
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remaining subsurface construction activities. A minimum 
of two individuals were removed near the hospital coffee/ 
observation terrace, an isolated skull fragment was collected 
from the Campo Santo along the Houston Street property 
boundary, and three isolated human fragments were recovered 
just west of the Tower. One coffin burial was also exposed 
just west of the Tower, but it was not removed or explored. 
On September 30, 2020, the remains exhumed from the 
December 2017, June 2020, and August 2020 trenches were 
reinterred in the Memorial Garden. 

Although close to 100 burials were recorded on the CHoSA 
property, the small number that were exhumed did not 
provide a large enough sample size to conduct an analysis 
of mortuary patterns at the Campo Santo and Old Catholic 
Cemetery. Recovered grave items consisted of one cuprous 
pin and buttons. Of the 30 buttons recovered from the 
Campo Santo (n=26) and the Old Catholic Cemetery (n=4), 
one was a ferrous loop shank (1.5 cm diameter, 0.6 in.), 
four were shell four-hole (1.0 cm diameter, 0.4 in.), eight 

were bone (two four-hole and six five-hole, diameters 
ranging from 1 to 2 cm, 0.4 to 0.8 in.), and 17 were cuprous 
loop shank (diameters ranging from 1 to 2 cm, 0.4 to 0.8 
in.). Metal, shell, and bone buttons were recovered from 
both cemeteries. The small sample size, particularly from 
the Old Catholic Cemetery, limits any meaningful temporal 
comparisons. All of the exhumed burials contained some 
evidence of coffin use. The wood appeared to be in 
better condition in the Old Catholic Cemetery, but this 
supposition is based on a sample of three. Of the three, 
the wood observed in Burial 3, located on the west end 
of the original utility trench in the Memorial Garden, and 
the hexagonal coffin burial, immediately west of the Tower, 
was preserved to the extent that coffin outlines were visible. 
The wood was too fragmented and friable to preserve any 
data on plank size/form or wood working details. Coffin 
wood observed in the Campo Santo burials and in Burial 1, 
located just outside the west border of the the Old Catholic 
Cemetery was sparse and fragmented. Coffin nails and/or 
tacks (1164.8 g, 41.09 oz.) were present in all of the burials. 
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Chapter 5: Summary and Recommendations 

The Center for Archaeological Research was initially 
contracted by CHRISTUS Health to exhume human 
remains inadvertently exposed in September 2016 during 
the mechanical excavation of a linear utility trench in a 
proposed prayer garden. The original hospital building 
was constructed in 1874 over the Old Campo Santo of 
San Fernando Cathedral (0.51 acres) and the Old Catholic 
Cemetery of San Antonio (3.72 acres). The cemeteries 
were in use between 1808 and 1855. Over the four-year 
duration of the project, CAR’s fieldwork progressed 
from removal of burials on the project area to monitoring 
subsurface construction activity designed to avoid impact 
to human remains. Dr. Paul Shawn Marceaux served as the 
Principal Investigator until November 2019 at which point 
Dr. Raymond Mauldin assumed the role. Cynthia Moore 
Munoz served as the Project Archaeologist. The cemeteries 
were recorded as archaeological site 41BX2397. 

In April 2017, CAR archaeologists conducted test 
unit excavations and screened the backdirt from the 
2016 utility trench. A minimum of 11 individuals were 
recovered. In May 2017, mechanical trenching of the 
eastern portion of the prayer garden to locate additional 
burials revealed a minimum of 83 individuals. The 
burials from the exploratory trenches were left in place 
and covered with a layer of sand and backdirt. Based on 
the large number of burials and the wishes of cemetery 
descendants, CHRISTUS Health redesigned the Play 
Lawn, Memorial Garden, and Prayer Garden to avoid 
impacting any remaining burials. On September 6, 2017, 
the 11 individuals from the utility trench were reburied 
in their original locations. CAR archaeologists exhumed 
a minimum of two individuals, in December 2017, that 
were disturbed during unmonitored mechanical-trenching 
to construct footers for a coffee/observation terrace. In 
June 2020, human remains were encountered during 
monitoring of a hand-excavated utility trench. The coffin 
burial was not explored or removed, but was covered with 
linen, geocloth, sand, and backdirt. Three isolated human 

bone fragments were recovered from the relocated utility 
trench. One isolated human skull fragment was collected 
in August 2020 during monitoring of a hand-excavated 
irrigation trench. On September 30, 2020, the remains 
exhumed from the December 2017, June 2020, and August 
2020 trenches were reinterred in the Memorial Garden. 

Recommendations 

Test unit and trench excavations on the project area revealed 
that undisturbed areas still contain the human remains 
buried in the Old Campo Santo and the Old Catholic 
Cemetery. Except for the eastern portion of the Memorial 
Garden, the footer trench for the coffee/observation terrace 
in the Memorial Garden, the deep utility trench under the 
Tower, the utility trench immediately west of the Tower that 
exposed the coffin burial, and a small section of the northern 
part of the Campo Santo (see Lyle 1999), large areas of 
the property have not been archaeologically investigated. 
Sanborn maps provide hospital building construction 
dates including basement locations (Sanborn-Perris Map 
and Publishing Company 1892, 1896; Sanborn Map and 
Publishing Company 1904, 1911, 1931, 1950, 1960, 1965, 
1971). There is a high probability that any burials where 
basements were constructed were removed, either in whole 
or in part, depending on the depth of each basement’s 
excavation. Figure 5-1 provides the locations of basements, 
as noted on Sanborn Maps, on the project area with their 
year of construction. 

The documentation of basement subsurface impacts 
across the property and the results from archaeological 
investigations by Lyle (1999) and this project, can provide 
planning and avoidance guidance for any future projects 
conducted on the hospital property. CAR recommends 
that any future excavations on the property be subject to 
archaeological testing and monitoring with the expectation 
of burial exposure. 
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Figure 5-1. Locations of basements by construction year per Sanborn maps. 
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Appendix E: Magnetometer Survey Results 

Figure E-1. Magnetometer Survey Results. 
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